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The concept of role has found its way inËo a great deal of the

literature on human relations, foreign policy and international

relations. There are

CTIAPTER ONE

]ÏIEORETI CAL PERSPECTIVES

several hundred publÍshed reports that have demonstrated
the utí1ity of role and kindred concepÈs to psychologisËs,
psychiaÈrists, sociologists, educators, and others engaged
in human relations research and praetice. l

Although many of these reports consider hypotheses generat.ed from

forrnal role theory, international relations theorists have tended Èo

uLilÍze the concept of role in a relaËively vague and unsystematic

manner. An exception is to be found in Ëhe work of K.J. Holsti.

Holstirs 1970 artiele, "National Role Conceptions in the Study of

Foreign Policytt ,2 provides the mosË explicit and thorough treatment

of role as applied to the international behaviour of nations. I"ry

research, which is a case study of the naËional role conceptions of

Canadian foreÍgn policy officials., takes its point of departure from

this study. Ihe discussion in this initial chapter is intended Ëo

outline some of the broad theoretieal concerns related to my research.

As such, it is devoted to threebasic objectives. Fírst, a brief

history of the discipline of international relations theory will be

furnished. Second, Holstits application of the role approach to the

Introduction



analysis of foreign policy will

the use of verbal data in role

and appraised.

Prior to World I^Iar II , there v¡ere "few attempts to create

theory in terms of defining the central questions of the field and

making causal statements and generalizations verified by empirical,

rather than a¡recdotal, means.tt3 The first endeavours at forrnal

theorizing in this sense began v¡ith the postv¡ar attempts of Morgenthau,
)r

Snyder-, and others to develop an all-encompassing theory of inter-

national- politics. These attempts were essentially efforts to account

for shífts in the foreign policies of individual nations and the

international system as a who1e, through the identification of

independent variables. Snyder, for exrmple, using the decisíon as a

unit of analysis, investigated the effects of factors rangÍng from

social values to the attributes of policynakers, while Morgenthau

considered the pertinent variable to be the searchfor, and distribu-

tion of, po\.verin the internatíonal system.

be descrÍbed and evaluated- Thírd.

conception analysis will be discussed

International Relations Ïheory

because the grand theories r+ere virtually inpossible to operationalíze,

attention in the field r/¡as pennanently shifted to the patterns and

sources of state behaviour. Furthemore, the new emphasis on

generalization, and the accompanying demand for rigorous empiricism.

Although no empirÍcally verifiable theory emerged, in part



creaËed a need for precise definition and measuremenË of the dependenË

variable of foreign policy behaviour. At the most general level, this

resulted in discussíon of the boundaries of the field, and description

and definition of the subject matÈer contained therein. More

specifically, interest r^ras focussed on actors and uníts of analysis,

and a distinction \¡ras made between the action (foreign policy)

and interaction (systen) perspectives. C,eneration and verification

of typologies, definition and operationalization of variables, and

development of data sets to test hypotheses rrere particular pre-

occupations.

This new sensítivity to rigorous method Lras accompanied by a

reappraisal of the role of theory and the manner in which it ought to be

cast. Gíven the complexity of the field and the demands of empi-ricísm,

the possíbility and desirability of a "grand theory" vras challenged,

and scholars increasingly corrcentrated on 1ímited phenomena and

specífic problems from which concrete, testable propositions could

be deríved. This new orientatíon, knovan as middle range theorizing,

did not preclude the development of more general explanations, for, as

Mcclelland suggested, ttíslands of theory"_ \.eere ernerging, r,rhich could

be linked as new theoretical insightswere integrated into existing
q

rrameworKS.

In surnmary, by the end of the Sixties, international relations

theory had adopted a more quantitative and less general oríentation.

In addition, there \tas ne!¡ emphasis on the interaction between theory

and data, as reflected in the specification of concepts related to
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behavíour, and the generation and tesËing of hypotheses.

National Role Conceptions and the SËudy of Foreign Policy

One source of such concepts which míght provide testable propo-

siËions is formal role theory, developed to explain behaviour at the

individual level. Some of the componenËs of role theory have parallels

at Ëhe nation-state leve1 which suggest that an application of role

theory to internatj-onal politics might be a worthwhile endeavour.

Ralph Turnerrs definition of role, for example, could easily be applíed

to the behaviour of nati-ons:

By role r¡ze mearr a collectíon of patterns of behaviour which
are Ëhought to constitute a meaningful unit and deemed
appropriate to a person occupying a particular st.atus in
society (e.g., docËor or father), occupying an inforrually
defined position in ínteËpersonal relations (e.g., leader
or comprorniser), or identified with a particular value in
society (e.g., honest man or patriot).o

Canadats partieipation in United Nations peacekeeping and medíation

activíties could be seen as a "collection of patterns of behaviour" which

both Canadíans and others have considered appropriate to a "middle power"

(informalty defined position in international politics) or "honest

broker" (particular value in international society).

The above definition refers to "appropriate behaviour", which is

specified by what formal role theory terms "ro1e expectations", or

"a set of cognitions pertaining to performance (for example, rights and

obligations) and qualíties which the occupant of a socíal position ought
T

Ëo display."' Role expectations are held by both Ëhe occupant of a

position and by othersi the occuparit's orn'n expectaËions may be

called "role conceptions". I,lhile role expectations are relatively un-

defined in the international system, with the possible



exception of alliances and organizatíonaI contexts, there are

indications that foreign policy actors possess role conceptions.

The Soviet Unionrs self-proclaímed role as defender of Communism

has been manifested in its dealings with íts satellites, while many

believe that the Uníted States consíders ítse1f to be a "world police-

mantt, for instance.

The concept of audience, used Ëo designate ttany social

situation in which role enactment of one or more persoris is the

object of attention of one or more other persons, whose presence rnay

R
be real or imagined, contemporary oï remotett, " also has analogies

at the international level. For example, an American political

leader speaking in the Soviet Union is no doubt a\.,lare that he ís

^'.^^1--'-^

Qnr¡i o f q

étf rdtlLç t

in the ttDresencett of several aud jenees - ine'l rrd jns thet !r¡vruurrrò Lr¡e

the e-] ectorate in the U.S., and the rnembers of the NATO

Formal role theory recognizes that single índivídua1s may

perform multiple roles simultaneously, and that where these roles are

associated with contradictory expectations (emanating from the self

or others), role conflict may result. One does not have to look far

to recognize that nations, 1íke índividuals, perform multiple roles.

Canada, for example, is an ally in the NATO subsystem, and yet has

attempted to act as a mediator in international dísputes. It ís

certainly conceivable that conflicting expectations could be

associated with such a situation.

to name a few.



mentioned will suffiee Èo indicate that role theory has potential as

a Ëoo1 for analyzing international political behaviour. The literature

of inËernational relations has for the most part failed to acknowledge

this potential, utilizing role in a limited and vague manner. This

is noË surprising, given Èhe fact that the international system is

relatively uninËegrated, as courpaïed to society, and has only recently

been characterized by large numbers of independenË states and rudimen-

tary stable (if conflicting) expect.ations. Moreover, role theory

applies to patterned behaviour, which, as we have seen, has been Ëhe

focus of inËernational relations theory only since the early Fifties.

A mrmber of studies have developed typologíes of nation-

state behaviour r,¡hich are closely akin to national ro1es, although none

make explicit and systemaÈic use of the concept of national ro1e.

Balance of power theory, for example, postulates three kinds of states -
aggressors, defenders and balancers - each having distinctive parËs Ëo

play in the internatíonal sysËem. There aïe patÈerns of behaviour

associated with each of these 'rolest. Morgenthau identifies three

types of policy orientations designed to keep, increase or demonsËrate
o

po!¡er.- Each of Èhese inplies recurring patterns of decisions and

actions. strausz-Hupí and Possony also describe what they call the

"political techniques" of isolation, neutrality and alliancesrl0 *d

the behaviour associated with each. All of these examples may be

considered ímplicit use of the concept of role.

ìdany more additional exanples could be cited, but those



There is one investigation r¿hích does make explícit and

systematic use of selected. aspects of role theory, and that is the

K.J. Holsti study cited earlier. Holsti's use of role is one asDect

of a larger model designed to facilitate the analysis of foreign
ripolícyr'+ and fËrnay be seen as a contribution to niddle range theory.

Holsti maintains that the conduct of natíons in the inter-

national sphere cannot be adequately understood by reference to

particular actions. Asserting that broader considerations must be

taken into account, Holsti conceives of foreign po1ícy in terms of

four components: orientations, national ro1es, objectives and actions.

Oríentation is the most general conceptrreferring to a nation's basic

posture toward the outside wor1d. According to Holsti, there are only

three choices for a nation; it must decide between stances of isola-

tion, non-alignment and coalition-naking. This decision rests upon

factors such as the state of the international system, domestic

attítudes and needs, perception of threat, geography, topography and

natural resources.

National roles are more specifíc foreign policy outputs which

are associated r¡ith nations involved in system or subsystem affairs.

These roles spring from the national role conceptions of the leaders,

which reflect basic predispositions, as do orientations. unlike

orientations, however, role conceptions suggest more discrete acts.

Holsti hypothesizes that in most cases, the national role conceptions

of a state will be consistent with its objectíves and actions, although

they do not determine them. Rather, role conceptions act as guÍdelines



for actÍons and objectives, both broad and explicit. Holsti cautions

thaÈ national role conceptions may lose theír relevance in crisis

situations where stable expectations may not exÍst, and that sinilar

role conceptions in nations need not necessarily lead to sirnílar

actions. The emphasis is upon a general consistency between national

role conceptions and foreign policy behaviour.

Turning nor¡r to Holstj-rs 1970 study, \^7e see a more Ëhorough

theoretical treatment and practical application of the notion of

national role to international polítícs.

Having canvassed the literature of role theory, Holsti

develops four concepËs which he considers to be potentially useful for

the analysis of foreign policy:

"(1) role performance, which encompasses the attiËudes,
decisions, and actions governments take Ëo implement
(2) their self=defined.national role conceptions or (3) the
role presidptions emanating, under varying circumstances,
from the alter or exËernal envirornoent. Action always takes
withín (4) a position, that is, a system of role prescrip-
tions. " 12

But Ëhere are some inrmediate problems associated with the transfer

of role theory to the international setting. Holsti recognizes thaË

the sysËem of role prescriptions associated with the concept of

posiËion, as defíned by role theory, derives largely from clearly

delineated role expecËations, sometimes formalized in 1aw. Individuals

Ëhus have a good idea of the behaviour expecÈed of them when they

enact a particular role. Holsti feels that states seem to occupy

posiËions in this sense ín international orgarrízaxions such as the

Uníted Nations or NATO, but that rrmost foreígn poliey behaviour does



not occur in a settíng that ís strictly analogous to a social
1?position."-" The nilieu of international politics is relatively

unorganized, with states functioning in countless bilateral and

multílateral relationships. Holsti therefore suggests that the

concept of rstatusr be substituted for that of rpositionr. Status ís
used to describe

differentials of involvement in the affairs of the system,
the extent of foreign cornmitments, miritary capabiliiies,
prestige, economic-technícal 1eve1s, and the like. 14

Reminding the reader that status in the international system is a more

vague notion than is positíon in the socíal context, Holsti states that
nevertheless, polícymakers are no doubt a\^/are of status distinctions,
and are consequently rnotivated or constrained. in their enactment of
role behaviour by knowledge of their nationfs status relative to thar
of others. rGreat powerst, for example, certainly undertake d.ifferent
sorts of behaviour than do rmiddle' or'smallt powers. r fínd Holstirs
substitutíon of rstatusr for tpositionr acceptable on a temporary basis

for the Purposes of exploratory research. ExamínatÍon of the sources

of national role conceptions would clarify whether policymakers are

in fact a\rare of and/or affected by status distÍnctions in a manner

analagous to the influences of position in integrated society.

The second diffÍculty encountered by Holsti is closely related
to the first. Holsti states that in the international setting, the

expectations of governments, norms, and available sanctions are ttill-

defined, flexible, or r,reaktt compared to those in an integrated social
context. As a result, the role conceptions of leaders tend to assume



increased importance, along r¿íth domestíc considerations and signi-
cant factors in the international system. Holsti postulates that when

national role conceptions conflict with rore prescriptions such as

no''ns establíshed by treaty, the former wilr normarly prevail.

Bearing in mind these differences between the social and inter-
national contexts, Holsti alters the framework in Figure 1.1 , by re-
placing rpositiont wi-th rstatusr, and using broken lines to indicate

'tpotential and intermittent" sources of írrfluence.15 National rol_e

conceptions are connected to status by broken lines since it is un-

certain whether and how a staters ranking in the ínternational system

affects policymakerst conceptíons of appropriate behaviour. similarly,
since the norrns and sanctions of the alter are not well developed in
the international systen' the alter's role prescriptions are attached.

to status and nationar role conceptions by broken rines. HolstÍ
include s under the boxes headed ttsources" the factors he considers mosc

influential in the derivation of national role conceptions and alterrs
rol e nroq orí ¡.t-i r

In sum, although Holsti believesthat altertsprescriptions have

some impact uPon role performance, he considers that policymakersr role
conceptions are much more significant factors. His study therefore
holds the external environment constant, omits an exploratíon of the

effects of status, and concentrates upon national role conceptions and

theír domestic sources. Holsti's operational definition of national

10

role conception is then:



FIGURE 1.1

ROLE TIIEORY AND FOREIGN POLIGY:
NATIONAI ROLE CONCEPTIONS AND PRESCRIPTIONS

AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
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the polícymakersr own defÍnítions of the general kinds of
decisions, comnitments, rules and actions suitable to theír
state, and of the functions, if any, their state should

' perform on a continuing basis j-n Èhe inÈernational sysËem
or in subordinate regional systems. 16

Foreign policy behaviour (national role performance) will normally be

cornpatible with these conceptions, if not a series of ouÈright

attempts to enact Èhem. rn the abstract, these patterns of typical

decisions are called national ro1es. "Mediatçtr" is an example of

such a ro1e, which would encoupass a continuíng cornmitment to assisË in

the resolution of international conflicts

Having established a theoretical framework for Èhe use of role

in Ëhe investigation of foreign policy, HolsËi proceeds to Ëest that

framework. His research begins at a rudimentary 1evel - the develop-

ment of a Ëypology of natÍ-onal role conceptions as perceived by policy-

makers, and a comparison of this tyþology with a líst of national roles

derived from the lit.erature. rn order to arrive at the contemporary

typology, Holsti reviews statements made by the lead.ers of sevenry-one

governmenËs' as found in níne hundred seventy one sources ranging from

speeches to parli¡mentary debaËes to press conferences. The resulting

typology contains fifteen different role conception types. In order to

assess the typology, r tested it on a sample of speeches made by cana-

dian foreign policy offÍcials. I found that Holsti's 1j-st of role con-

ceptions worked we1l, with one exception: íË failed to capture

frequenÈ statements indicatíng conrmitoents to d.isarmâment and the uain-

tenance of peace. r therefore added a ner^r,role type, deterrent, to

the typology. The roodífied list of role conceptions is shornm in Table 1.1.

l2



DETERRENT: Commitment to deter aggression without a
e.g. support disarmement, prevent war, work

BASTION OF REVOLUTIOTL-IIBERATOR: DuËy ro organize or

- 
o@nrs abroad.

REGIONAL LEADER: Special dury ro lead
such as Con¡munist movement.

REGroNAr, PROIECTOR: speci-a1 duty Ëo prorecr a geographical region.

ACTM INDEPEN.DENT: Commítment to active independence, self-deËerm]_naËíon,
possible mediation functions, relations in diverse areas.

LIBERATION SIIPPORTER: Routine support for líberation movemenËs. un-
sËructured and vague noËion of required action.

ANTr-TMPERIALTST AGENT: Conrmitment to struggle against irnperialism, whereít is perceived as a serious threat.

DEFENDER oF THE FArrH: DuËy to defend value systems (rather thanËerritories ) from attack.

MEDTATOR/rNT_EGRAT0R: capable of, responsible for, or fulfilling special
Ëasks to reconcile conflicts beÈween staEes.

TABLE 1.1

ROLE TYPES

REGIONAL SUÞSYSTEM COLLABORATOR: Far-reaching
opeïation and

CrosSCut Cor¡rmu¡igr.

a region, crosscut subsysÈems

regional reference.
for peace.

lead various types

DEVELOPER: special duty to assist underdeveloped nations.

BRÏDGE: Epheueral conrmunication function.

FAITIII'UL ALLY: Specific commi¿ment to supporÈ policies or diplouatícobjectives of partner or alliance. Conmitment to "o-op"."r"with and defend in alliance frauework.

TNDEPENDENT: commïtment to nake policies in own interest not in supporËof objectives of others

EXAI"IPLE:

IN]ERNAL DEVELOPMENT: Emphasis on internal development, external non-involveuenË except for economí c or technical co--operation.

PROTECTEE: Alludes to responsibility of other states to defend them.

13

Alludes to importance of promoÈing prestíge and gaining
influence through example of domestic or external policy.

commitment to economis,
building r,¡ider communit.ies,



Holsti discovered thaË foreígn policy leaders artículate a

number of role conceptions not mentioned in the literature. FurËher-

morer leaders tend to see their nations as performing a number of roles

concurrenËly' with regional roles assuming unexpected iuportance, given

the fact that popular models of the ínternational sysËern (such as

balance of power, polar and mulÈi-polar) j-gnore regional issues, roles

and relationships. These regional roles are seen by policymakers to be as

significant as cold-war conceptions at the systemic level. HolsËi

also found that certain traditional roles such as ralliance partnert are

noÈ precíse enough to characteríze a statefs typical decisions and

actions in the international arena.

Assessment of Role Approach

T4

Having described the nanner in which role theory can be altered

for use in the analysis of international politics, one final question

remains: Is Ëhis role approach a useful one? rn a review of Holstirs

article, Carl I{. Backman suggests that theory has two functions which

must be considered in such an assessment:

First, does Èhe theory organíze and make sense out of what
is already known in this area?.
Second, and more important because often theories do the first
only too well, does this theory lead to new insights that
suggest testable propositions which, if confirmed, will
extend our knowledge? 17

Reference has already been made to a number of interesting analogies

which intimate that role theory does indeed have potential for making

serise out of the variety of attitudes, decisions and actions that make

up international politics. But role theory has even greater potential,

as will be seen ín the following discussion.



Analysts of ínternatíonal politics direct their efforts

towards multiple levels of analysis, from the individual actor to

the nation state to the system. The result has been a number of
tttheoriestt, ttf rameworkstt or ttmodelst', marry of which are impossible

to test empirically, and none of which have a capacity to generate

inter-level inferences or propositions. Theorists in the field have

consequently tended to be a rather neurotic lot, highly defensive abouË

their oTrn approaches, quick to find fault with those of others, and

generally gíven to endless crÍtíques, rebuttals and polernics. It

seems that use of selected aspects of role theory (particularly the

notion of national role conception) might prove to be a practical

means of ameliorating the situation, as the following examples wíll

illustrate.

A major flaw in existing theory is the lack of a flexible unit

of analysis which can be used to discuss ínternational behaviour from

the viewpoint of any level of analysis. DecisÍon-making theorists, for

example, typically concentrate upon unique decisions, often those

occurríng in crisis situations. They attempt to link such outputs to

a nr:mber of classes of independent variables. But such links are

extremely diffícu1t to establish r+hen the analytical unit is applíed to

refatively infrequent, relatively specific behaviour and situations.

Perh¡ne it- íe f^r this reason that the focus is often upon the process

of decision-makíng rather than the outcome. Holsti states that this

15

emphasis on process has ímproperly diverted attention from foreign

policy output, such that the model offers no distÍnctive ínsÍght into



foreign po1Ícy actions, being merely an explanation of organizaxíonaI

decision-making in general. 18

The notion of role conception could provide a solution to the

problem. If it is assumed that individual decisions and actions will

ordinarily be congruent r¡ith role concepLions, the focus of aÈËention

can be shifted from how decisi-ons are made to the nanner in which

índividual decisions fit wíthin these role conceptions. The object

of analysis Ëhen ultimately becomes the identífication of variables

which acË to motívate or constrain foreign policy actors in their

decísions to adopt, maint.ain, or change their national role concep-

tions. The analysis may be extended to a st.udy of how and why these

variables operate. The resulting model of decision-making would be

distinctively applicable to foreign policy output.

Enploying national role conception at this level of analysis

would make possible the linkage between levels whích is presently

lacking in the fie1d. Theories applicable to international systems,

for example, are concerned with the overall structure and functioning

of the internat.ional system. At this level, the foreign policy

decisions and actions of a naËíori are seen as part of a Èotality, and

they nay be black-boxed; i.e., the systemic theory uay not be

attentive to intra-uniË processes. Therefore, it is difficult to make

a connection with an approach which does case studies of unique

evenËs. But r^rith the int.roducËion of national role conception as a

dependent varíable aË the nation-state 1evel, we have also specified

a variable which is broad enough to be useful at the systeus level.

I6



Systems theorísts are ínterested ín patterns of decísions and actions,

and national role conceptíon encompasses the same kind of general

orientation. National role conceptíons can then be seen as one source

of inputs Ínto the ínternational system, and the system can be

viewed as a particular combÍnation of national role conceptions at

any point ín time. In addition, national role conceptíon has potentíal

as a primary únit of analysís which is broadly applícable across

national uníts, as Holstits study indicates. More detailed stud.v is

required, however, to assess the strength of that potentíal. rt

may be, for example, that t\,ro states articulatÍng the faithful ally

role have different notions of the actions requíred to enact it.

Returning to Backmanfs two critería for the assessment

of a theoryts va1ue, it ís apparent that role theory can certaìnly serve

as an efficíent organizational device for existine knowledse- Moreover-

the Ídea of national role conception looks very promisíng Ín terms of

its abílity to provide new insights through links with existing theory.

Role theory has already proven to be a fruitful source of testable

propositions in other fields; ít may be equally useful in the field

of international politics.

The major Potential weakness associated with the application

of role theory to the study of international politics is the fact,

recognized earlíer, that internatÍonal society does not possess the

characterístÍcs of an íntegrated domestic society upon which role

L7



theory is premised. Given this situation, there are those who would

argue that it is impossible to apply theories developed at the micro level

to the macro level. It would seem more sensible to adopt Holstits

approach - using only those concepts which fit, and altering the frame-

work to take account of important distinctions ín the international

environment. Osgood makes another interesting point regarding the

transfer of theories of individual behaviouï to larger gro.rp".19 Referring

to the application of the principles of psycholínguistics to the national

level, Osgood notes that social scientists, statesüen, and laymen alike

inplicitly personify international relations in their thinking and

decision-makíng. This very fact, argues Osgood, necessitates that such

personifícatÍon be analyzed and made as explicit as possible. The same

argument might be applied in this case: rf foreign policy actors speak

and act as though nations have roles, their role conceptions must be

studíed if a clear understanding of international politics is to be

achieved

Verbal Data and the Study of Natíonal Role Conceptions

1B

A second major críticism which might be anticipated concerns the

data source from which evidence of national role conceptions is obtained..

Language may be seen as one type of behaviour through which foreign po1ícy

ís accomplished. Such verbal corrnunicatíon is clearly the most direct

indicator of a role conceptíon, which is akin to a set of ídeas. rn

addition, verbal behaviour has the advantage of beíng obsen'able firsthand

through verbatim texts, iuhíle non-verbal behaviour is often inferred from

secondary sources. Finally, verbal data are attributable to specífic

individuals, and thus ambiguity wíth regard to acror



is reduced. It is apparent that verbal data are the best choice for an

analysís of role conceptions. Political scientists, horrever, have

been somer¿hat reluctant to utilize this potentíally large but readily

avaílable source of data, mainly because of the serious criticisms

1evel1ed against the study of the verbal behavíour of politicians ín

general. These contentions must be deal_t r.rith before the use of

verbal data can be justified.

I9

There are three basic sorts of statements generally made regard-

ing the unworthiness of verbal behaviour as a subject of scholarly
20anarysis. Fírst, it is claimed that verbal political behaviour

Ís simply unimportant compared to more overt behaviour - the classic
ttactíons speak louder than wordsrr assertion. Second, the arg,ment is

made that politícians delÍberately dístort realítv. and that their

words therefore cannot be used as dependable indícators of their values,

attitudes and general perceptions. Finally, it is asserted that even

withöut the foregoing faulr-s, verbal dataare simply unreliable r,¡hen

compared to "hardtt (read "nonverbal") data. These critícisms are fund-

amentally unsound, the first beíng incorrect, the second relative to the

coritexb in t,¡hich it is stated, and. the third r-rnsupported and untested.

One does not have to look far to determine that scholars and

practitioners alike recognize the significance of verbal behaviour

generally, and verbal politics in particular. Grace de Laguna

asserts that

Speech is the great medíum through
is brought about. It ís.the means
activities of men are co-ordinated
other for the attainment of conrnon

r+hích human co-operatíon
by whích the diverse
and correlated ¡víth each
and reciprocal ends. Men



do not speak sirnply to relieve their feelings or t.o air
their vier¿s, but Lo ar¿aken response in their fellows and
to influence their attitudes and acts. 21

Verbal behaviour (both spokan and written) accomplíshes this task of

social cohesion largely by providing a social context for actions. As

Murray Edelman sËates, t'language . is the key to the universe of

the speaker and the audien""." 22 He goes on to say that

Èhe terms in r,rhich \¡re nâme or speak of anything do more
than designate it; Ëhey place it in a class of objects,
thereby suggest wÍËh what it is to be judged and compared,
and define the perspective from which it will be vier,red
and evaluated.

This is

20

no ephemeral influence, but the central factor in social
relations and action. It is all the uore potent because
iË operates unconscJ-ously for the most part, permeating
perceptíonr'conception, and experience. 23

It is noË difficult to discern the relationship of these staÈe-

ments Êo the study of international politics. First, it is important

to recogn|ze that few people experience global politics directly, and

they must therefore rely upon the verbal communications of oËhers to

acquaint thern with coritemporary happenings. Moreover, "actions should

speak louder than words, buË in international politics actions are

often ambiguous as to interpretation."24 The resulË is a tendency on

the parË of elites to verbalize their percepti-ons, values and atË,iËudes

so as to provide rationales and ultimately solicit approval (from both

the public aË home and oËher nations abroad) for their actions. These

verbally created iuages of reality provide critical sources for the

analysís of the perceptions of i-ndivÍdual actors, for



Expressed perceptions may become blueprints for action
for their subordinates or followers; moreover, most
informatÍon about prospective actíons, as well as the
motivaËions and reasoning processes which underlie the
activities of poliÈical actors, comes Ëo us through their
words. Actions and usual cues . may provide
additional information. But most information . comes
from oral or writte¡ serÍmu¡lcations, eiËher in the form

- of explicit statements or language cues from which per-
ceptions and reasoning processes can be inferred. 25

Given Ëhese facts, it is difficult to deny the significance of verbal

behaviour in international politics.

The second cri-ticism must be dealt rnrith as well . It is often

charged Èhat politicians exaggerate or lie outright in an aEtempt to

manipulate their audiences. Thís statement may be true to some,extent'

but it need not render the study of verbal data worthless. The demands

of credibility dicËate that polítícians generally speak the truth (with

allowances for perspective). In some situations (forrnal negotiating

sessions, or election campaigns, for example), a certáin amount of

exaggeration or acËual misrepresentation may be tolerated or even

expecËed. But other circumstances require veracity, and if it ís

lacking, interaction may well break dor¿n. Verbal comnitments regard-

ing international alliances, for insËance, are generally entered into

and received with expectations of sincerity. Treaties, of course, are

not always honoured, but lapses do not occur frequently enough to

justifiably suggest that verbal pledges of nations are untrustworthy.

Moreover, deception, if found out, can lead to sanction - witness the

fate of the Nixon administration after the trIatergate fiasco.

A case may also be made for sËudying verbal behaviour even

2I



vhen it is known to contain fa^lse statements. While such statements

may not reveal- the true values and. attitudes of those vho utter them'

it nay be r:seful to make inferences z'egarding the reasons for' ¡tis-

representation. The nature of the particuaar fafsehoods chosen may

al-so proyide information about the speaker - as Arora e¡d Lassvell

note, t'la¡guage . deceives the deceiver; . l¡ithin l1nits, it
c6,

remains an irriwill-ing tmirror of the soulttt.

The argument may be phrased in a somevhat different manner.

fn some cases, foreign policy behaviour of a verbal nature may be

nrrrelr¡ deela.ra.tonr- Tn this instance an examìnation Of vords and-y'Av{ svvrJ

deeds becomes important, as does continuity of behaviour in either

3;rea, On this basis, examination of such verbal rrateriaf is justified-.

Finally, the accusation is made that verbaf data are a pooÏ

marrts substitute for "hard datat'. This criticism misses the point,

since it iuplies that scholars make decisions regard-ing ilata sources

solely on the basis of avaifability and cost. In fact, verbal data

in many cases provide the most reliable ind.icators for the information

sought - verbal clues supply the most complete and. direct sor:rce for

assessment of perceptions, values and attitudes' for example. \rerbal

data may thi-ls be the logical- choice in some research, regardaess of

conveni-ence.

It is also arsued that verbal- statements are a-'nbiguous as to

meaning. The same assertion, hot+ever, nd$t be made in relation to

hard data:

¿¿



Taken by thernselves, actíons often do not suggesË the
guídelÍnes by which they ought to be interpreted. These
guidelines are supplied by the interpretation of contextual
criteria, which generally ínvolves verbalized processes
such as abstracting, categorizing, and stating of alter-
native interpretations. 27

The obvious solution to this shortcoming, whích applies to both verbal

and nonverbal. data, is the rigorous use of one to complement and

supplement the other. Given this condition, verbal data can scareelv

be considered valueless.

It can be seen, then, that the defects attributed to verbal data

are not as serious as critics r+ould have us believe. Verbal behaviour

may usefully be analyzed if careful attention is paid to its characEer-

istics, particularly regarding its amenability to manipulation and

tendency to ambiguity.

with respect to my research, verbal data are the best choice

since the identifícation of role conceptions ínvolves the perceptions

of the individuals articulating them. In additíon, an examination of

the connection between role conceptions and other verbally expressed

ideas may provide clues regardíng sources of, and reasons for, adop-

tíon, maintenance or change of national roles. rt would be dífficult

to make such ínferences from actÍon-oriented data.

¿5

Another consideration which supports the use of verbal data

in my research is their compatibility with an application of role

theory to international politícs. For example, Holsti argues that

considerations broader than actions must be taken ínto account if the

behavíour of nations is to be adequately understood. His notion of role

as a concept reflecting basíc predísposÍtíons and attitudes is



couplenented nicely by Ëhe function of verbal behavj-our in providing

broad contexËual ínformatíon. Ihe perspectives of role theory and verbal

studies thus work well together.

Finally, in his application of role theory to international

politics, Holsti noted that national role conceptions figure nost pron-

inently in non-crisis situations. Agaín, Ëhe use of verbal data is

advantageous since verbal behaviour is a good source of data for both

routine and crisis situations.

24

This chapter has provided the theoretical context for my research,

which is a case study of the national role conceptions of Canadian

foreign policy offi-cials, based upon a similar projecË by K.J. Holsti.

The chapter has outlined briefly recent trends in international relations

theory, and has described and evaluated Holstírs extension of role theory

to foreign policy analysis, and the use.of verbal data in the study of

conceptions. It has been shown that role theory exhíbits potential as a

framework for the study of international poliËics, once certain adjust-

ments are made to conpensate for differences beËween domestic society

and Èhe internat.ional environment. Despite these differences, and

weaknesses related to the use of verbal behaviour as a dat.a source, the

strengths of Ëhe role approach are sufficient to $/arrant its use.

Chapter Two will set out the methodology of my research,

Conclusions



íncluding a rationale for the research design and an outline of the data-

making procedures. Chap!=qr Three will contain a description and

analysis of the national role conceptions of Canadian foreign polícy

officials.
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DATA COLLECTION AND

ThÍs chapter sets ouÈ the research procedures utilized Ëo

investigate the national role conceptions of selected Canadian foreign

policy officials through an examination of their verbal behaviour. The

first secËion of the ehapËer provides the theoretical rationale for the

research design, specifically a descriptive analysis of the national

role conceptions held by officials during two periods, 1955-59 and

L966-70. The main elements of the discussion include: the merits of

descriptive analysis, the suitability of Canada as a case study, the

ielection of data sources and officials, and a rationale for the two

time intervals specified above. The second section of the chapter

describes the data-making procedures, including sampling techniques

and content analvsis. The entire chapter ís set in the context of the

theoreËical discussi-on of the first chapter.

CHAPTER TI,iO

METHODS OF ANAIYSIS

. Introduction

Descriptíve Analysis

The first chapter

aspects of role theory to

Research Design

stated that the application of selected

international setËings promised to have



substantial research pay-offs. The point r¿as made that the verbal

behaviour of foreign policy offícials provi-ded evidence of their

national role eonceptions. The underlying implicaÈíon is that officials

of nations with active foreígn policies are likely to exhibiË

ueaningful and patterned verbal behaviour, Ëo which the analyÈical

advantages of role conceptions can be applied. A descripËive study

such as mine can be jusËified on Ëhe grounds Ëhat iË seeks to determine

wheËher Canadian forei-gn polícy officials display patterned verbal

behavíour r+hen examined from the perspective of national role conception.

If such patterned behaviour does not exist in a nat.ion l¡hich night

be expected to possess well developed national role conceptions, Ëhe

concept cannot be ernployed successfully xo anaLyze the behaviour of

nations in international settings. By describing and attempting to

identÍfy patterns in the verbal behaviour of Canadian foreign policy

officials, my research will therefore provide one possible assessuent

of Ëhe applicabÍlity of the national role approach.

Descriptive studies are generally acknowledged to serve a

useful purpose in efforts to defíne and measure the dependent variable

in foreign policy analysis, noted in Chapter One as an important

element in the development of international relations. In particular,

the post-r,/ar growth ín quantitative analysis has emphasized the develop-

ment of daËa seËs, based upon rigorous descríption, classification

and measurement of foreign policy behaviour. I^Ihile many early studies

were Ëheoretícally r.¡eak or even atheoreËícal, conËemporary standards
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of evaluation urge the researcher to satisfy Ëhe requirements of

theory, of longítudinal analysis, of labellíng and definition

(by dimensions or by categorÍes), and of cross-natíonal research'

designs. A number of projects have been expressly devoted to the

collecËion of data which can be uËilized as building blocks in subsequenL

studies aimed aÈ explanation. For exâmple, Sínger and Srna11, ín their

CorrelaÈes of l{ar (CO!ü) project, point out that \"rar cannoÈ be controlled

or elirninated untíl it is described and understood.l H"lrirrg establÍshed

their intent to supply data with which hypoËheses can later be Èested,

they go on to describe T/üar in terms of frequency patterrls, magnitude,

severity, and intensiÈy. They argue that such data will inspire

investigaÈions of the independent and inËervening variables associated

with war. The Comparative Research on the Events of Nations Project

(CREON) initiated by Charles F. Hermann et al .' ," based on a similar

set of research assuriptions. This project characËerizes event daËa in

terms of actor, actíon, targeË and object, as well as a number of

variables associated with types of behavj-our and internal processes.

The theoretical perspective of CREON is based upon six separaËe areas

of foreign policy explanation, ranging from the personal characteristics

of political leaders to properties of the inËernational sysËem. The

resultant data are intended for use in testing Èhe explanatory power of

the six perspectives. In addition, the authors anÈicipate that the

data will produce "puzzles" which cannot be explained by the Ëheoretical

perspectives, either individually .o.,r ,together- These puzzLes are, in

turn, expected to generate ner'r theories. DescripËive analysis is
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therefore seen as a more primitive or preliminary stage of research, and

it is defended as such in the CREON proiect.
â

Charles McClelland and Gary D. HoggardJ also perceive the value

of descriptive research designed to define, classify and uncover patterns

in international relations. Their l,iorld Event/Interaction Survey (hIEIS)

utilizes data produced by coding ítems reported in the New York Times.

Their premise is that quantitative analyses of event data-- coded bY

explicit "primary act.ion" categories - will reveal patterns of foreign

policy behavíour. These patterns of interaction in the data will then

be available to explore questions such as the following: i^Ihat types

of action are most prominent? Which countries initiate the most conflict.

action? And what kinds of processes are most evident in crisis situatíons?

McClelland and Hoggard state that these questions of a descriptive and

classificatory nature are pertinent in the prelíminary phases of research.4

These three studies provide an outline of the manner in r¿hich

descriptive analysis may be used to define precisely the boundaries and

content of foreign policy behaviour prior to explanatory analysis. The

COI,I study develops multi-dímensional measures for one type of foreign

policy behaviour, ü74r, and generates a data set based on these measures.

CRION and WEIS, on the other hand, include categories whích specify

31

the parameters of all foreign policy behaviour: !/ords and deeds, conflict

a4d co-operation, participation and non-involvement.

My research, like the three studies cited, is a descriptive

analysis ¡,¡hich attempts to define the dependent variable in foreign

policy analysis and provide a data set for later proposition-testing.



Also sirnilar is the concern with comparison, and the design of

research to facilitate or perform replicatíon of prior projects. Un-

like these studies, my research selects the subset of verbal foreisn

policy behaviour for study, and uses national role conception as the

unj-t of analysís. I believe that a precise description, classificatíon

and measurement of verbal foreign policy based on the national role

approach can complement studies such as COi^t, I^]EIS and CRION because

it provides data based on an alternate unit of analysis and. data source.

Such data could be used in conjunctíon with the COI^I data set, for ex-

ample, to anaLyze the patterns of national role conceptions of political

leaders in conflict sítuations. Another alternative would be to exa¡nine

the associations between national role conceptíons and event data,

usíng data based on rvords and deeds.

Support for descriptive analysis need not be ínterpreted as a

defence of barefoot eropiricism. Indiscriminate data-making wastes time

and resources because there is no guarantee that the data pertai-n to any-

thing which can be used to develop explanations. ùr the other hand,

descriptive analysís can be a valuable mapping device in the exploratory

stages of theoreticallyrcriented research, providing rigorously defined

description and analysis of a subject area and its boundarj-es. Such a

theoretical orientatíon ís clearly present in each of the studies cited,

as well as in my own research, since the variables measured are chosen

for their explanatory potentíal; As stated in chapter One, the role

approach has received limited treatment in internatj-onal relations theory,

and few studies have been devoted to an explicit analysis of verbal
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foreígn polícy behavíour. A descriptíve analysis of natíonal role

conceptions can thus be justified as an effort to define the bound-

aries and content of verbal foreígn policy behaviour from this

perspective.

In sunmrary, a descríptive analysis will provide the grounds for

a more critical examination of the applicability of national role

conceptions. At the same tíme it will genelate data which can be em-

ployed in a later investigation of those propositions whích are

suggested by the theoretical alternatives associated with national

role conceptions.

Data Base

JJ

A descriptive longitudinal analysis of the national role con-

ceptions of selected foreign policy officials of a single nation re-

quires a number of decisions concerning the selection of the nation,

data sources, actors, and the time interval. It should be emphasized

that although these decísions are treated separately below, they are

in fact part of a series of ínter-related choices.

Canada: The choice of Canada as the subject of analysis and as a

context for data collection can be justífied on several grounds. As

stated in the fírst chapter, Holstí stipulates that national roles are

foreign policy outputs which are more líkely to be assocíated with

those nations which are active at the systemic and/or regional levels.

Canada is such a nation, in that it particípates ín a number of multi-

lateral instítuti.ìnq âr the reoi-onal and systemic levels, in addition

to cultivating active bilateral relatíons in diverse areas. Holstirs



study found that Canada possessed a relatively active foreign polícy,

as measured by the number and type of national role conceptions

articulated by Canadian officíals during the perio ð. it965-67 .6

The suirability of Canadian foreign policy for empi-rical analysÍs ís also

borne out by Munton's 7972 
"trrdy.7 

Munton uses revised hIEIS

categoríes to produce data on 1409 events in Canadian foreign policy

between 1960 and L970, thus demonstrating that Canada has a foreign

policy active enough to provide the basis for an empirical analysis.

A more comparative aeasure of Canad.a's level of activity is provided

by the CREON data, which ranks Canada Bth in a 35 nation sample for

which event data was collected for 30 months selected from the period ::91:¡9-68.8

Tn addition, Canadars foreign policy has tended to be relatívely non-

J+

^^-ç1 -i ^+€,,1uurrlrluLru!, a> Don Munton found ín his 1972 studyr 79.0 per cent

of Canadian events were classified as co-operative.9 This enhances

Canadars suitability for analysis, because few studies have concentrated

on societies for which routíne, non-crisis behaviour forms the bulk of

foreígn policy. Event studíes, however, such as that by McCtelland

and Hoggard, have confirmed that routíne behaviour makes up a high

proportion of all foreign po1ícy events. The WEIS project, for example,

found that a síngle factor, characterLzed by a large number of co-opera-

tion and collaboration variables, accounted for 55.8 per cent of

,raríance. 10

Another attribute of Canadian foreign policy recormnends it as

a case for study. The diverse focus of Canadars actívity, at multiple

levels and in various arenas, permits an exanination of role conceptions



from the perspectíves of subsystems, regions, issues, and institutions,

and suggests the possibility of role ambiguity and/or role conflict.

The relatively large quanÈity of verbal behavj_our which

canadian foreign policy officials exhibit also suggests that canada

would be a good choice for study. Munton found Ëhat 85.0 per cenË of events

coded for Canada between 1960 and 1970 fell into the category of verbal

foreign policy behaviorrr. 1l Furthermore, the findings in Holstirs

study confirms that Ëhe verbal behaviour of canadian officials j_s

amenable to role concepËion analvsis.

The comparatíve dearth of theoretically grounded empirical

studies on Canadian foreign policy is also a component in my decisiõn to

use Canada. The field has been d.ominated by qualitaËive studies which

evaluate issues, leaders or insËituËions in a narrative framework. Ihese

studíes - some of which appear in Ëhe Canada in l^Iorld Affairs seríes -

35

provide hisËorical introductions Ëo Canadian foreign policy. However,

many are poorly docunented and few are strong enough Èo satisfy

historical criteria of explanation. Quantitative explanaËory or des-

criptive analyses are sti11 more rare, tr¡ro recent exeeptíons being the

works by ì/runton and Tonlin. 12 such analyses are usefur, because they

exhibit qualities such as theoretical orientation and replicability, from

which foreign policy sËudies generally, and canadian foreign policy

studies in partícular, can benefit.

Data sources: As outlined in chapter one, language ís a type of be-

haviour which provides a good measure of role conceptions, and possesses

the additional advantage of being specifiable to individuals. projects



such as wErs a¡rd CREON have acknowledged that verbal data con-

^!i!--+^ ^ f ^-^^ÞLrLuLs a LdL6e proportion of foreign policy behaviour. Public state-

ments may thus be seen as one medium through which verbal foreígn policy

behaviour is accomplíshed. Such behaviour is found largely in the

efforts of speakers to communicate to external rnroêtq rheir âitítudes,

intentions and preferences. Furthermore, verbatim texts can be pvnacraã

to provide a reliable source from which national role conceptions can

be inferred. My research selects only public declaratory statements

delivered verbally by foreign policy officials. It excludes reports

frou ttunnamed official sourcestt, joínt communiques-and written press

releases. These exclusions ensure that the statements i¿ill be attrib-

utable to specific speakers. Also omitted are transcripts of news

conferences and testimony before committees,which restricts the data to state-

ments uninterrupted by questions. This qualification focuses attention

on contínuous statements in which sets of interrelated ideas such as

role conceptions might be expected to be expressecl. Given the selectíon

of this type of data source, the choice of Canada as a case study is

facílitated by the existence of I qêr nf qnaanlres whÍch satisfy the

criteria outlined above. The Canadian Department of ExLernal Affairs

publishes a contÍnuing seríes entítled "Statements and Speechestt, rvhich

is composed of the offícial texts of addresses given by Canadian

politÍcal leaders on subjects related to external affairs. I believe

thaË the documents in this collection can be relied upon to Þrovíde a

relatively complete coverage of the pertinent speeches, since the

series ís an officíal goverrìnent publícation. A check made early in the
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research indicates that speeches gíven in the U.N. General Assernbly by

Canadian' speakers over a period of years \¡rere reporËed consistently by

D.E.A.

sources such as House of commons Debates, from which many of Ëhe

speeehes in the series are drav¡n, or neTirspaper reports, in which some

of the speeches are reported. In any case, I em relatively confidenË

that the speeches published by D.E.A. consËitute a valid data base frou

which inferences about national role conceptions can be mad.e, especially

when compared to a1Ëernate possibílities such as second-hand nev/spaper

accounts of verbal behaviour, or indirecÈ observations of non-verbal

behaviour through secondary souïces.

IË is interesting to note that, despite the offícial publica-

tion of this collection, I experienced considerable difficulty in obtain-
íng all of the documents for my research. Even with Ëhe assistance of

Ëhe Department of External Affair",13 rr""r1y two years elapsed before my

set of documents was complete. þ experience thus indirectly attests to

the underutilization of verbal behaviour in Ëhe study of international

relations theory, which r¡/as renarked upon in the first chapter.

Actors and Time Intervals: Holsti has already completed a cross-section-

a1 study of the role conceptions of a number of nations for a three year

period, and thus has provided a preliminary basis for comparing the role
conceptions of different nations, and the confi-guration of roles in the

international system aË one point in time. r theïefore expect that a

longitudinal study of one nation wíll pernit a descriptÍon and analysís

of role conceptíons concentrating on their adoption, reassessmenË, and

The coverage could be assessed further by checkíng alternate
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change. Holstí specifies, as nentioned in Chapter One, that role

conceptions have potential at the system and nation sËate levels; his

study focusses on the former level. My research will complement

Holstj-t" by conducting an analysis at the nation-state level, thus

allowing the use of the role approach to be appraised from a different

perspecÈive, as well as furnishíng data on paËËerns of change in role

concepËions. Accordingly, the project begins wíth a preliminary

compilatíon of the quantity and subject matter of speeches covering Ëhe

tr^renËy year period beËween the general elections of 1953 and 19 72.I4

In order to Ërain attenËion on the national role conceptions

of those actors who are top 1eve1 foreign policy decision-makers, five

positions are designated for sËudy. They are Prime lulinister, SecreËary

of State for External Affairs, l{inister of National Defence, Ambassador

to the United States, and Permanent Representative to the United

NaLions. The first three officíals are those who appear most likely to

engage in foreign policy behaviour on a relatively frequent basis. The

imporËanË naÈure of bilateral relationship between Canada and the

United States suggests thaË role conceptions articulated by the

Ambassador Ëo the U.S. r^iil1 be of parËicular relevance to my research.

Sinilarly, Canada's active participatíon in the United Nations draws

attention Ëo Ëhe publi-c statements of the Permanent Representative to

the U.N., the chief representative of Canada ín that rnulti-lateral,

systemic organizaËion. The selection of five positions also permiËs

comparison between Êhe role conceptions held by occupants of dífferent

offices. Table 2.1 below shows that 693 speeches were íssued by D.E.A.
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SPEBGHES BY CANADIAN

August 10, 1953

Official

Primary group:
Prime l{inister
Sec. of SÈate External Affairs
Minister of Defence
Ambassador to U.S.
Permanent U.N. RepresentaËive

Other officials:
ffia1 Affairs
Ambassadors
Other U.N. delegaËes
Other D.E.A. reps

Other cabíneË meubers:

TABLE 2.1

FOREIGN POLICY OFFICIALS
Ëo october 30, 1972

@
EnvÍronment
FÍnance
Fisheries
Health and tr{elfare
Industry, Trade and Commerce
Justice
Labour
lulines
North. Affairs & NaÈural Resources
Public l^lorks
Resources and Development
Secretary of State
Solicitor-General
Transport
President, Treasury Board

lulis ce llaneous :

Other M.P.'s
Governor General
Senators
Dept. Representatives
I'lis cellaneous Of f icials
Joint Statements
Provincial Officials
Other l{isc. Statements

Total

39

(N)

104
326

9

I
11

15 .01
47.04
i. 30
1.15
1.59

2.3r
.58

6.78
1. 30

1 .01
.29

3.03
.14

2.60
6.49

.14

.29

.74

.87

.29

.14

.29

.14

.87

.I4

.72

.43

.43

.72
2.3I

.58

.L4

.29

t6
4

47
9

'7

2
27
I

18
45
t
2
1

6
2
1

2
1

9
I

5
J

J

5
T6

4
1

2

693



during the twenty year period, and that the verbal behaviour of a

variety of officials could be usefully exemined. The Prime Minister

and SecreËary of SËate for External Affairs togeÈher account for

62.05 per cent of the speeches, which lends weight to the previous

decision to include them in the study. The Defence Minister, Ambassador

to Ëhe U.S. and U.N. representative make fewer statements than some

oËher officials, noLably the Minister of Industry, Trade and Cormerce.

Nevertheless, the former officials are more interesting from the point

of view of naËional role conceptions, for reasons cited earlier.

The data base described above is furËher restrícted by the

selection of specific time intervals for deËailed study. The first

step in specifying the inLervals involves an exaulnation of the initial

fi,renty-year period for t.rends which night he associated with patÈerns

of role concepti-ons. An overview indicates that the period opened

with the SË. Laurent and Pearson foreign policy, which might be terroed

ttreactivett in its orienËation to the international environment, and

closed with the "Trudeau doctrine" of foreign policy. The extension

of Canadian foreign polícy activity and Ëhe changes in focus and con-

text suggest the possibiliËy of significant change ín national role

conceptions. The more specific trends within the twenty-year period

aïe also interesËing in terms of poËential associations wiËh role

conceptions. St. John proposes five major periods of Canadian foreign

policy between 1943 and 1973 which illustrate these Ërends.15 This

periodization scheme is used as a point of comparison with role con-

ceptions in my research. The first period, L943-48, provides the

background for the twenty years upon which rny research concentrates.
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During this period Canada first assr:med the rank of small great power,

and St. John Proposes that Canadars miliLary economic and diplonatíc

capabilities were channelled into a search for inËernational status

through funcËionalism. By the second period, 1949-55, canada had

Ínitiated multilateral ties v¡ith NATO and Ëhe u.N., and was forced

into the position of cold r¿ar satellite by the tíght bi-polar situation

which required ideological conformity. FÍnding themselves with less

room for independenÈmanoeuvre, Pearson and St. Laurent focussed theír

Ínternationalist efforts on the u.N. By 1956-62, st. John suggesËs, Ëhe

Ëwo blocs r¡rere experiencing some fragmenËation, and the u.N. províded

increased opportuniËies for particÍpaËion in the resolution of con-

flicts. These developments peruriËtqd Canada to reach the height of her

ínternationalisË phase, through mediation and peacekeepíng. Also

during this period., canada-u.s. relations becaue difficult, parËly due

to conflicËing opinion regarding canada's NORAD obligations. coin-

cidentally' unsuccessful attempts were made to restore and strengthen

Lhe U.K.-Canada 1ink.

Having reached her "Golden Age" of internationalism, dátente

pulled thì rug out from under Canada between 1963 and 1968. The capabil-

ities of a middle power became less relevant r¡ith the rise of super-

por¡¡er co-operation, and the effectiveness of peacekeeping became suspect.

At the regíonal level, however, relaÈions r¿ith the U.S. v¡ere improved.

Cornmonwealth links T^rere re-emphasized, and international developmenÈ

became more effective. The fínal period, 1968-13, broughÈ

Pierre Trudeau and an apparent turn around in foreign policy. The key
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concepts here, counterÍ,/eights and sovereignty, are reflected in efforts Ëo

develop a more self-servinB Canadian foreign policy with reduced

dependence on the U.S. The period ended with the articulation of the

"Third Option", and attempts to use Europe as a countenteight to U-S-

influence. Irrhile this synopsis has been brief , íË serves to indicate

the possibility that Canadían foreign policy officials have held a

number of different roles for Canada at the regional and systenr-ic

levels. I 
"ho,r1d 

mention at this point that I believe that the cold

war continued, and influenced Canadian foreign policy for a longer

interval than St. Johnrs periodizaLion rvould indicate, well into the

early Sixties. Nevertheless, his scheme is on the whole useful, and I

believe that the publíc statements delivered by the selected actors for

this period r,¡í11 provide interestírig comparisons in terms of the kinds,

frequency of mention, and patterns of role conceptions.

4¿

Having established the viability of the 1953 to L972 period for

the analysis of role conceptions, I decided that the greatest research

results rvould be achieved by concentrating the analysis on t\¡lo

separate five'year time segments, chosen so as to maximize variation

in foreign policy objectives and actions, as well as in those character-

istics of the external environment i+hich nright be expected to influence

the natíonal role conceptions held by officials. The inLervals finally

selected are 1955-59 and 1966-70. The general rationale for my choice

is that each period encompasses the peak of a major trend, (cold war-

internationalist and counterweights-sovereignty) rvhich is interesting

from the point of view of national role conceptions. The years bet¡^¡een

i/eR¡Rigs



1955 and 1959 sar,¡ the fruition of the efforts of St. Laurent and

Pearson to put Ëheir internationalist orientation into action. This

was demonst.rated by Canadars contribuËions to the I.C.C., U.N. mediatory

functions such as Suez, and numerous peacekeeping activities. Canadian

foreign policy during this period also displayed Ëhe effects of Ëhe

cold war, íncludíng a strong atËachment to NATO and acceptance of a

subordinate position in that organization. Additionally, Canada evinced

clear support for U.S. leadership of Lhe free world coalition. A cerËain

âmount of tension between Canadars roles in the U.N. and the cold war

subsystems rlras apparenË as the cold war affected Asia. The first five

year interval takes j-n the beginning of the Diefenbaker years as well,

thus including two Prime Ministers, one Liberal, one Conservative. Ihe

end of the period was marked by strained relations between Canada and

Ëhe U.S., stemning partly from Canadian confusion concerning nuclear

policy. These lasË years r,ìrere also characterized by Diefenbakerts un-

successful efforts to strengthen Canadars associatíon with Britain, as

a counterbalance to U.S. ínfluence. In sl.urmary, the firsË period

suggests the initiation of ner¡ roles for Canada in the U.N. forum,

followed by role reassessment in regard to regional couunituents. r

would expect the period to be characterized generally by frequent

mention of roles associated with support for the u.N. and NATO, and in

the lasË few years, a groT¡rth in those roles related to independence from

the U.S. and close co-operation r¿iËh Britain, such as active independent

and regional collaborator

I decided to use L966-70 as the other period. In thís second
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períod the effects of middle por^/er decline, domestic unrest, parti-c-

ularly in Quebec, and the raunching of the foreign policy review

are represented-. The second period also contains evidence of a major

role re-orientatíon, including the reduction of NATO forces in Europe.

the recogni-tÍon of china, and expansion of developroent aid, 
'+ith a

particular focus on Francophone natíons. rheìe was also an extension
of cormnercial and diplomatic relations in díverse areas such as Latin
America and china,. As ín the first period., two prime r{inisters are

44

íncluded- This time the tr¡o heads-of-goveïrì.ment are of the same party,
but they differ in their leadership styles - Pearson working closely with, -and

delegating authority to Paul Martín; Trudeau assr:ming what has been

critÍcally termed a "presidentíal" sty1e. rn the period as a whole r
would anticipate a drop in alliance-type roles related to NATO an¿ the

u's', and a further increase in the number of roles related to indepen-
dence from the U.S., and development tasks.

rn conclusion, this study will employ public statements delivered.
by individuals occupying five selected positíons during two time

intervals , 7955-59 and 1966-70, ín a descriptive analysis of natÍonal
role conceptions- This study desígn has been chosen to emphas ize L,,e

officíal verbal statements of top-lever decision-makers during two

periods distinctive in terms of foreígn policy orientations, objectives
and actions. rt is anticipated that these choices wíll yield the max_

imum research pay-offs in a study of national role conceÐtíons.



Sanpling Procedures

The previous section specified that evidence of national role

conceptions would be drar¿n from speeches delivered by individuals

occupying one of five positions, Prime l"linister, secretary of State

for External Affairs, I'linister of National Defence. A¡obassador to the

united states, and Permanent Representative to the united Nations,

during the time intervals 1955-59 and 1966-70. The task is now that

of selecting a random sample of the speeches included in these two

intervals and which satisfy the críteria of office-holding

The fírst step, as outlined in the previous section, is that

of compiling a list of all speeches published by the Department of

External Affaírs between August 10, 1953 and october 30,rg72. After

discarding the speeches given by officials other than those designated

for study, 458 speeches remain. Table 2.2 shows the number of soeeches

given by each type of office-holder for the twenty year period. These

458 speeches constitute 66 per cent of all speeches published by D.E.A.

drrrinp fhp inferval.

Sarnpling with replacement, and using a sampling fractíon of

33 per cent'150 speecþss \,rere drar'¡n from the universe of 45 ,p"."h.".16

The next steP r,ras to select from the sample all those speeches delivered

during the two intervals 1955-59 and 1966- lo.r7 The final dara-base

contained 80 speeches, delivered by a total of fourteen individuals.

Figure 2.1 displays the distribution of the universe of speeches

Sampling and Data Ìlaking Techniques
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TABLE 2.2

SPEECI1ES BY SNLECTED CANADIAN FOREIGÀI POLICY OFFICIALS
AUGUST 10, 1953 TO OCTOBER 30, Lg72

195 3

1954

1955

t956

1957

195 B

1959

1960

796r

1962

1963

1964

L965

1966

1967

1968

7969

1970

L97 L

L972

Totals

PM

2

11

ExËernal

4

26

T6

20

T7

T9

T2

15

6

6

B

27

24

JO

2B

I2

13

T4

T4

9

J

3

o

15

10

6

6

I

+

4

a
J

5

1

7

Defence

1

U.S.

I

I

1

2

I

4

1

U.N.

1

2

I

1
.L

3

2

Total

8

40

2T

26

24

3l

29

25

T2

L2

I6

31

2B

4I

31

I7

19

15

22

l0

1

N 104 326

22.7 77.2

1

L

1

9

r.9

1

B

1.8
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delivered by the five foreign policy officials over the inítial tvenËy

year period. This fígure also shows the initial random sample and the

more restricted subsets of speeches associated with períods 1955-59 and

7966-70. In the larger universe, it is clear there is wíde variation in

the number of speeches delivered per year, i¡ith a high of forty-two in

1966 and a lor,¡ of eight in 1953.18 The final collection reflects this

variation, with a 1ow of three speeches drar.rr fron 1968, and a high of

twelve f.or 1967. Some degree of over-sampling occurs in most years but

on the who1e, the distríbution of speeches does not depart markedly

from the pattern shovm ín the population of speeches.

Data-Making Procedures

4B

My research utílizes manual content analysis to extract

observations of national role conceptions from the 86 speeches in the

sample. content analysis provides an effici-ent means of measuring

verbal behaviour in a sysLematic and objective manner,19 ,irr"" it is

accomplished by the utilizatíon of explicit crítería to code rar¿ data

into meaningful units for analysis. These críteríA âTe soeeified in

the coding ru1es, which serve as the link between the researcherrs data

and the purposes of hís analysis.

In my research, there are two general decisions to be made ín

regard to coding: the choice of units for analysis, and the selection

and definition of categories of national role conceptions. The choice

of the enumeration unit is fairly straíghtforward since national role

conception is the unit on which the theoretical interest is centered.

Therefore the numbers and kinds of national role conceptions rvill be



counted.

Ihe role conceptions are, however, enbedded ín a verbal

behaviour matrix, which requires a decision regardíng the contextual

unit \,¡ithin which role conceptions will be counted. The paragraph

seems to be the natural choice, since it may be supposed to con-

stit.ute a single thoughË, the inplication being that a new paragraph

signifies a ne\¡/ thought. A role coneeption thus begins and ends

within Ëhe frame¡¿ork of a paragraph, and there may consequently

be more than one role concepËion per speech.

The final choice to be made concerns the boundaries of the'

counting unit of role conception withi-n the contexË of each paragraph.

Two units seem possible at the outset: the symbol (word) or theme.

The use of symbol would requíre the compilation of lists of words whose

appearance in the text. would indicate an observation of a partícular

role conception. The content analysis would proceed by identifying

and counting such words as they appear ín the speeches. This method

is not really suitable for capturing a national role conception, which

is a set of inter-related ideas rather than a single symbol. The theme,

that ís an assertion about a subject, is much more appropriate since

it perrnits Èhe inclusion of the elaboration of the role. This method,

however, requi-res an intermediate codíng judgement regarding the

boundaries of the theme, which may encompass a phrase, a sentence, or

several sentences. I concluded that theme r¡¡as the most appropriate

recording unit, For each theme, there will be one or more role concep-

tions, and each theme begins and ends in the cootext of the paragraph.
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and definition of categories into which observatíons are classified.

The second general coding decision to be made is the selectíon

my research,

categories.

including the

types and their definitions are presented

the themes are assigned to one or more role

obviously inapplicable categories excluded

TABLE 2.3

ïhe role conceptions are those designated in

50

modifícations of Holstirs original scheme.

DETERRENT: Commitment to deter aggression r¿ithout a regional reference,
e.g. oppose arns racersupport disarmament, prevent war, work
for peace. REGIOI{ UNSPECIFIED.

REGIONAL LEADER: Special
such as Commsnis¡
e. g. Free l^iorld.

REGIONAL PROTECTOR:

MODIFIED ROLE TYPESA

ACTIVE INDEPENDENT: Coumitment ro active índependence,
ation, possible mediation functions, relations
e.g. Increase trade outside traditional areas,
relations \,/íth China, Africa, Latin America.

not onets ovm. REGION NAME

in Table 2.3, with the

20

conception

Chapter One,

The role

LIBERATION SIIPPORTER:

duty to lead a region,
movement. REGION NAI"G

Special duty or protec.t a geographical region

DETENDER oF TT{E FArrTl: Duty to defend value sysrems (rather than
territories) from attack. e.g. Democracy.

In

structured and

IßDrATOR/TNTEGRATOR: capable of, responsíble for, or fulfillíng specíal
tasks to reconcile conflicts between states. Includes efforts
to integrate, e.g. u.N. activities, peacekeeping ínternational
law.

REGIONAL-SUBSYSTEM COLLASORATOR: Far-reaching commitment to economic,
po@peratíon and building wider communities,
crosscut Communísm. REGION 0R StiBSySTEM NA-Ì"IE.

Routine support for liberation movements. Un-
vague notion of required action. VAGUE ACTION.

crosscut subsystems
OR SI]BSYSTEM NAI{E

self-determin-
in diverse areas,
es tab lish



DEVELOPER: Special duty to assist underdeveloped

BRIDGE: Ephemeral con¡nunication function. FORM

FAITHFUL ALLY: Specific con¡ritment to support policíes or diplomatic
objectives of partner or alliance. Cou¡nitment to co-operate
i^¡íth and defend in alliance framer¡ork. ALLY OR ALLIANCE NAl"fE.

IMPLIED.

TABLE 2.3 - Continued

INDEPENDENT: Cormitment to make policies in or,¡n interest riot in support
of objectives of others. N0 E)ilERNAl, ACTION IÌ"PLIED.

q1

EXAMPLE: Alludes to importance of prornoting prestige and gaining
influence through example of domestic or external policy,
e.g. show democracy can succeed, relations with U.S.
NO EXTERNAI ACTION.

INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT: Emphasis
external non-ínvolvement
co -ope ratíon.

PROTECTEE: Alludes to responsibílity of other states to defend them.
NO CLEAR ErIERNAI ACTION IMPLIED.

nations.

VAGUE. NO ACTION

a Anti-imperialís t agent
inapplícable to Canada

The units of analysis and set of role categories having been

established, the content analysis proceeds as follows. Each speech is

read, and when a theme indícatíng the presence of a role conception

-i+ i^ +-^- ^ç^-*^J --^-L^!i- !^ - ^^ll-^ -L--! -1- -dpyËdrÞ, -Lr- rs transferred verbatim to a coding sheet, shown in

on ínternal development, general
except for economic or technical

Appendix A, and identified accor.líno tô rha tirle, name and position of

the speaker and date of delivery. Each theme is also assigned a subject

category, based upon whether its content specífies the speaker,

Canada, or Canada and others, as the actor(s) who are included in the

statement of the role conception.2l The audience is noted., and

classified into one of the types shov¡n ín Table 2.4.

and Bastion of Revolution-Liberator are
and therefore are excluded.



.TÆLE 2.4

AIJDIENCE CATEGORIES

Domestic Parli¡ment
Domestic Party
Domestic Economic
Domestic Milítary
Domestic Other
United Nations
E.E.C./nero
Foreign Domestic
Other MultÍlateral

)¿

. The next step is to assign Ëhe extracted themes to one or more

role categories ,22. ,nd to note the context(s) to which each role concep-

tion refers. The context categories are displayed in Table 2.5.

The categoriesttfrom U.S.ttandttwith U.S.ttare added to provide extra

detail regarding the context of the independent, active independent

and example role conceptions to which they refer.

TABLE 2.5

CONTEXT CATEGORXES

Non-specific/ Global
United Nations
Commonwealth
From U.S.a)
wirh u. s.b)
TTE

NATO
Free Inlorld
Europe/Atlantíc Community
France

^\ ^ -a/ Refers only to independent and active
L\- -^D.rRefers only to example role

Finally,

províde a machine

U.K.
Asia
Pacific Region
Columbo ?lan_
S.E. Asia
Latín America/ Caribbean
Middle East
Africa
Cormnunist Natíons
Francophone Nations

independent roles

the data

L C dUdU rE

on the coding sheets are punched on cards to

data set?3
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Chapter Two set up a number of expectations regarding the nature

and content of Canadian foreign policy behaviour. It was claimed that

Canada has a relatively active, non-conflictful foreign policy, with

a high ratio of verbal to non-verbal behaviour. Canadian foreign policy

officials night therefore be expected to hold cornparatively well-

developed national role conceptions. rt was further proposed thaË

identifiable trends in canadian foreígn policy, illustrated by the

periodization scheme developed by St. John, r^¡ou1d be reflected in the

type and number of role conceptions articulaËed by the selected actors.

Role conceptions found in the 1955-59 period, for example, should man-

ifest the influences of the cold war and Canadars internationalist

outlook., while those conceptions expïessed ín the 1966-7c¡ should be

consistent with Ëhe search for coirnten/eights and an emphasis on

sovereignty.

CHAPTER T'I{REE

DATA ANALYSIS

Int.roduction

The daËa analysis concentrates on a description of Ëhe national

role conceptions articulated by Canadian foreign polícy officials during

the periods 1955-59 and L966-70. The distribution of the natíonal role

conceptions and their contexts will be examined inductively for the

presence of patterns, and compared with the expectations adopted in



Chapter Two- A secondary analysis will consider the role conceptions

associated with specific positions and speakers, and will íncluoe

prelimínary descriptive data on subje.cts and audíenca.

National Role Conceptions

Over'¡iew

The 86 speeches selected for detailed study provided 532 themes

exhibiting the presence of national role conceptions. These themes

contain 676 rnentions of role conceptions which, when classified,,

índicate that policymakers perceive 15 different national roles for

Canada. Canadian foreign policy officíals state an average of. 7.9 role
conceptions per source, a very high fígure compared to Holstirs

findings, in which the maximum was 4.5 roles per source. The ratio of
role conceptions per source is actually a misleading basis for

inference, since it takes no account of dífferences in the length of
texts. r exlpect that this may be a factor ín canada's unusually high
ratio: since the texts vary from two to over twenty pages ín length.

Despite the dífficulties with the role conceptions per source measure,

it seems safe to conclude that canada would rank relatively high

compared to the nations in Holstirs study, even if the figure of 7.9

roles per source is somewhat inflated. This deduction is supported by

Holstirs study, in which Canada ís found in the first quartile of

states ranked on the basis of national role conceptions per source.

Taking into account Holstirs contention that this ratio provides one

measure of a statets 1evel of activíty in the internati-ona1 environment,

one can infer thatCanadarsforeign policy is an active one, and further,
that this leve1 of activity ís reflected in canadars verbal foreign
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po1ícy behaviour. The preliminary evidence thus lends support to the

argrlment outlined in Chapter T\^ro thaÈ Canadars foreign policy is both

actíve and verbal.

ïhe overvier"¡ of verbal foreign policy behaviour in Table 3.I

provides a description of Canadian foreign policy consistent wÍËh that

included in Chapter Two. The overall distribution of national role

TA3LE 3. I
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NATIONAL ROLE CONCEPTIONS
AGGREGATING 1955-59 AND L966_70

PART A: AGGREGATED FREQiIENCIES BY ROLE TYPE

Regíonal Collaborator
Ile diato r/Integrator
Faírhful Ally
Developer
DeterrenË
Independent
Active Independent
Defender of the Faith
Example
Regional Protector
Liberation Supporter
Bridge
Protectee

Total

PART B: GENERAL DESCRfPTIVE DATA

No. of sources
No.. of themes
Sources with no role conceptions
Role concepti_ons per source
Total no. of roles perceived

(N)

r40
138
120
92
51
4T
40

20
T6

10
6
1

I

conceptions contained in the data

consider an active, collaborative

20.7
20.4
17.8
13. 6
7.5
6.1
<o

3.0
t/,
1.5
0.9
0.1
0.1

676 100.0

86
538

6
-to

15

indicates that the selecËed officials

foreign policy to be appropriate for



Canada. Furtherrnore, it appears Ëhat independen¡, SubsJrster-orien-ued

roles have been given moïe attention than have roles associated with cold

war-polaI considerations, if the two five year períods are viewed as a

who1e.

subsystem collaborator role conceptions are articulated most frequently

by Canadian officials, accounting for 20.7 per cent of al-l mentions' An

almost equal number of references (20.4 per cent) are made to the

nediator/integrator role followed by faithful ally aL 17.8 per cenË.

Other roles mentioned frequently are developer, deterrent, independent,

active índependent, and defender of the faith. References to example,

liberation supporLer, brídge and protectee roles are also found, but not

often enough to índicate the contínuing cormnitment associated with a role

conception as defined in ChaPter One.

collapsing the distríbution in Table 3.1 by three sePalate

classífication methods permíts a nr¡mber of statements to be made about

Canadian foreign policy. First of all we can be more specific about the

active natuïe of Canadian foreign policyo by using Holstirs classifica-
1

tion of roles into active and passive categoriest as follows: regional

collaborator, mediator/integrator, developer' active índependent,

defender of the faíth, example, regional protector, and 1íberation

supporter are in the active category; the passive roles include

independent and protectee. tr{e will also place the new role, deterrent,

in the passive category, since it is largely declaratory and the action

required to reaLíze it is generally non-specífíc. As Table 3.2 shows

The frequencies shov¡n in Table 3. I indicate that regional
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the eight active roles referred to by policymakers account for

83.2 per cent of role mentions ín the two categories. These figures add

support to my earlier expectation that Canadían foreign policy is

predominantly acÈive.

TASLE 3.2

RETERENCES TO ACTIVE/PASSIVE ROLESA

AGGREGATING 1955-59 AND L966-70

Totals 555

"Do." not include all role types

The distributíon of role conceptiorr" 
"t"o 

lends support to

my contention that Canadian foreign policy behaviour is on the whole

non-conflicËful. Using another of HolsÈits clâssification ""h"r."3, 
it

be seen Ëhat Canadian policymakers elaborate three roles whose

activation nay be expecËed to lead to conflict with other nations -

liberation supporter, defender of the faith and regional protecËor.

As Table 3.3 Í-1lustrates, these conflict roles account for 8.1 per cent

of references to the two types. Collaborative role conceptions,

íncluding regional collaborator, mediaËor/integraËor, developer,

active independent, and bridge, share 91.9 per cent of menÈions in the

conflict/collaborative group.

Active
Passive

(N)

462
93

83.2
16. B

100.0



Conflictful
Collaborative

Totals
-Does not include all

R_EFERENCES T0 CONFLTCT/COLIÁ3ORATIVE SOLES
AGGREGATING 1955-59 AND 1966-70^

60

TASLE 3.3

I{hen HolstL anaLyzed the distribuËion of roles in his sevenEy-

one nation sample, he came to the interesting conclusion that

the international system ís subordinate system dominant in the sense

that nations are more interested in regional roles and problems than

in system v¡ide issues.4 Holsti based his inference on the fact that

47 per cent of the references r¡rere to what he termed trsubsvstem

oríented-independent" roles (those relevant or related to regí-onal

activíty and independence of bloc commitments) , compared to 28 per cent

ttcold war-po1ar rolestt (those related to cold war, balance of po\der or

polarity). The figures in Table 3.4 lend weight to Holsti's general

observation as the data show that canada attaches considerable

importance to her regional internati.onal relatíonships. References to

the subsystem oriented-independent roles - regíonal collaborator,

mediator/íntegrator, independent, and active independent - comprise

70.4 per cent of the 510 references ín rhe, rwo groups. Faithful al1y,

defender of the faith, regional protector, and protectee are roles

ivhích fall into the cold war-polar category, where deterrent also fits.

These roles constitute 29.6 per cent of Lhe total in both categories.

447

role types.

(N)

JO

411
Q1

9r.9
r00.0



REGIONAL SIJBSYSTEM ORIENTED_INDEPENDENT/COLD I,IAR-POLAR ROLES

AGGREGATING 1955-59 AND Lg66-7Oq

Subsys tem Oriented-Independent
Cold War-Polar

Totals
-Does noÈ include all role types.

6L

TABLE 3.4

The nexË section will consider whether Ëhe patterns described

above are replicated within each period Ëaken separately.

National Role Conceptions by Period

Table 3.5 presents the distribution of national role concep-

tions for each of the two períods, 1955-59 and, 1966-7O. I expect Èhe

nr¡mbers and types of roles to relate to the general expectations

assocíated with the cold vrar - internationalist ouËlook in the first

period, and the independent - counterweights orientation in Ëhe second.

The following discussion will evaluate these expectations.

In general, officials in the 1955-59 period make 13.0 per cenË

more refeïences to national role conceptions than do their counter-

parts in the 1966-70 period. This result is not unexpected, given

the more internatj-onalíst perspective of the first period.

I^Ihen the distributions of role conceptions in each period

are examined, it appears that the expecËations set up in Chapter T\¿o

are largely fulfilled. For the purposes of this discussion J. will

include only those roles mentioned ten or more times in at least -one

period, based on the arbitrary judgement that a role conception

(N)

359
151

70.4
29.6

s10 100.0



Regional Collaborator

Mediator/Integrator

I'¡íi-hfrr1 À1'lrz

Developer

DeterrenÈ

Independent

NATIONAL ROLE CONCEPTIONS BY PER.IOD

TABLE 3.5

CoL. "/. (N) Row Z

19s5-s9

23.0% BB 62.9"Á

L7 .0

20.9

9.7

7.6

8.6

3.9

4.2

,1

I.6

1.0

Active Independent

65

Defender of

Ex:mn1 a

47 .1

66.7

40.2

56.9

80.5

37 .5

80. 0

50.0

60. 0

66.7

80

CoI. "/" (N) Rew Z

1966-70

77.7"/"

24. B

13 .6

IB.7

7.5

2.7

8.5

L.4

2.7

r.4

.7

37

Regional Protector

Líberation Supporter

the Faith

52

29

37 .L"/"

5?O

33.3

59.8

43. r

19 .5

62.5

20 .0

50.0

40.0

33. 3

100 .0

Totals
Row Z
Ror¿ N

JJ

73

Krl õqê

Protectee

Totals

40

15

20 .77"
140

20.4
138

17.8
r20

13.6
92

7.5
51

I6

55

22

6

B

o/

(N)

6.L
4L

8

s.9
40

3.0
20

2.4
16

10

o

6

t

.1
t

r00.0

56.5"Á
382

2

62

/, a <o/

294 676



enunciated less frequently than twice a year does noË indicate a

continuing commítment. The first eighË role conceptions in Table 3.5

satisfy this eriterion.

Looking first of al1 aÈ the ranking of the three most frequently

mentioned roles for the first period, it can be seen that regional collaborator

receives 23.0 pex cent of all role mentions, followed closely by faith-

ful ally, with 20.9 per cent. This ranking is consistent r¿ith percep-

tions of threat in the cold rn'ar years, which are demonsËrated in

efforts to collaborate with the free wor1d, part.icularly the U.S.'

the Atlantic Conrmunity and the Commonwealthr as reflected in statements

such as,

I do not wish you to infer from all this that the ties Ëhat
draw us across the AtlanËic, that link us with our mother
countries, Great Britain and France, and with the nations of
the Con¡monwealÈh, are weakening. On the contraryr they are
stronger than ever . . . Ihere is now little Ëo worry us and
very much Ëo satisfy us in the Commonwealth relationship. IË
is a relaËionshiP ¡,shich \,re must maintain and strengthen.
(External Affairs ltinister Lester Pearson, 1956)

The almost equally high frequency of faiLhful ally role concept.íons is

also clearly related to cold war tensions; as Pearson states, in refer-

ence to recent conversations with Soviet officials,

I told them that . . . strong support for it INATOI would
remain a fj-rm principle of Canadian foreign and defence policy
r¡ntil the international situation or the United Nations uade
regional securiËy pacts unnecessary. (External Affairs
Minister Lester Pearson, 1955)

The role of Canada in the U.N. is given eupirical support in the

third place position given to mediator/integrator with I7.0 per cent of

references. Indications of a desire Ëo act. as a "helpful fixer" fall

OJ



into this role conceptÍon category, illusËraËed by Howard Green in

the following theme:

Canadars strong support for efforts undertaken under
United Nations auspices Ëo secure peace and stability in
troubled areas of the world is evidenced by Canadian con-
tributions to, and active participation in, such bodies
as the U.N. Truce Supervisory Organizatío¡ in Palestine,
the U.N. MiliËary Observers Group ín India and Pakistan,
the IINEP . . . and until its disbandment . . U.N. Observer
Group in Lebanon. (External Affairs l{inister Hor¿ard Green,
19s9)

The developer role is also found, although less frequently, ín

first period. Its 9.7 per cent of mentions indicates that this

concepËion is consi-derably less important than the roles mentioned

64

Lhe

role

above. Nevertheless, Canadian policynakers do believe that Canada has

a responsibility to assist underdeveloped nations, as Prime Minister

Diefenbaker states below:

. let me assure you in sirnple language of a desíre Ëo
contribuÈe to the strength and spirit of the CormonwealÈh
and the cormon welfare of its people. Canadians understand
the necessity of the developed countries speeding up
econonric growth and improving the living standards of their
fellowmen in the attainment of these goals and we are prepared
to discharge in ful1 measure this important responsibility.
(Prime l"linister John Diefenbaker, 1958)

Notice that this theme begins with a reference to the regional collab-

orator roleo

In the first period, 7.6 per cent of

conceptions fall into the deÈerrenË caËegory.

this role in these terms:

It seems to me that the moral of this position is that if all
these dangers surround us, little \¡rars r¿ith their obligations,

the references to role

Lester Pearson refers to



or big r,rars r.tith all their catastrophes, if Íre are surrounded
by these dangers, then the moral is to do everything we
possibly can to stop any war before it start.s. (External
Affairs l{1nister Lester Pearson, 1955)

The action required to "stop any war before it sËarts" is rather

ambl-guous; that Pearson believes canada should perform such a task,

is, however clear. The fairly frequent elaboraËion of the deterrent

role in the 1955-59 period is consistent v¡ith Canadats combined cold

war-internationalist Perspective: confron.ted with threats to peace,

Canadj-an officials perceive a responsibility to act to I'defend the peace".

The fairly large number of references to the role conception of

independent (8.6 per cent) is raËher surprising given the tighË bi--polar

international situation which locked Canada into the position of a cold

war satellite. One possible explanatíon is that Canadian officÍa1s are

expressing ambivalence toinrards a set of alliance relationships preceíved

as necessary, but undesírable from Èhe standpoint of Canadian sov-

ereignty. The fact that independent and faithful ally role conceptions

are often enunciated in the same theme, in the manner illusËrated

beIow, suggests that this may be the case.

. In our bilateral dealíngs on defence matters with the United
States the Canadian Government does not hesitate to assert
the requirements of canadian soveïeignty. canadians are
convinced, r am certain, that the best physical protection of
our sovereignty lies in co-operative continental defence
arrangements. Canada must insist, however, that such
co-operation shall not jeopardize the political and economic
objectives of our own nation. (External Affairs l"linister
Howard Green, 1959)

rn this theme Howard Green expresses both supporË for the u.S.-canad.a

defence alliance and canadian independence. The relatively low
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frequency of the active independenË role conception, which ínvolves

cornmitments to act outside bloc alliances, is a further indication

that the high percentage of independent role mentions may represent

the gestures of policynakers caught in a set of conËradj-cÈory círcum-

stances. The strength of bi-polar influences is also borne ouË in the

defender of the faith category, which accounËs for 4.2 per cent of role

conceptions arÈiculated in 1955-59. This role type, defined as a

con¡mitment to defend a value system from attack, is exemplífied in

this staËement by Sidney Snith, which also alludes to the faithful

a1ly role:

. 1et me make it clear beyond a doubt that we, as a
democratic and loyal uember of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organi-zaËion, are.as staunchly determined as anyone in
the world to resist the Soviet challenge to our free
institutions and way of 1ife. (External Affairs Minister
Sídney Smirh, 1958)

ïhe overall distribution of role concepËions in the 1955-59

period ís therefore consistent wiÈh a perception of threat arising

from bi-polar confrontation, plus an internationalist outlook towards

U.N. nediation and peacekeeping acËivities, wiËh the enunciation of

independenË role conceptions possibly reflecting a tension beËween the

demands of ideological confonnity and naËional sovereignty.

In the second períod, on the other hand, the distribution of

role conceptíons reflecËs the peacekeeping orientations of the early

Sixties. Mediator/integrator no\,r occupies first place, wiÈh .24.8 per

cent of all role mentions, well ahead of developer which accor¡nts for

lB.0 per cent of all references, and regional collaborator with

L7.7 per cent. Ihe ranking of mediator/integrator is consistent with
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the maËure phase of the medíaËory style of Canadian foreign policy, with

heavy involvement in peacekeeping. The frequent menÈíon of Èhe

developer role may be related to the rnid-Sixties trend toward increased

aid, especially to Francophone nations. Finally, the high proportion

of references made Ëo the regional collaborator role mayreflectPearsonrs

ef forts to strengthen relations r,¡ith the U.S. and the Cor¡rmonwealth,

as well as a continuing interest in regional orientations. It is

j-nteresting to note Ëhat while regional collaborator is one of the top

three role conceptions, iË has dropped two ranks relative to its

posiËion in the 1955-59 period. FaiËhful a1ly now ranks fourth, indicaË-

ing that defensive alliances, although still important, are not a top

priority during the 1966-70 dítente years. Siuilarly the defender of

the faith role conception nov/ accounts for only 1.4 per cent of

references in the period. Deterrent retaíns its sixth-place rank,

at 7.'5 per cent. This roay indicaËe a sustained interest j-n dis-

armåment and vague notíons of a conrmiËment to defend peace. It may,

however, be a function of the ainbiguous definition of the category.

The seventh-place position occupied by independent in the second

period supports the explanation proposed regarding its frequent mention

in the first period. Based on that explanation, onenight expect to

see such formal statements of independence replaced by more frequent

mention of active independent role conception consistent with Ëhe

emphasis on counterureights and sovereignty in 1966-70. fn" ris" of

acËive independent to the fifth-place rank in the second period

suggests that this is the case. The distinction between these two role
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conceptions can be seen in the tr.ro themes quoted below. The first

theme, taken from the 1955-59 period, expresses a formal corrmítment to

make policies in the Canadian inËerest:

I^le are not, of course, a mere economíc or political extension
of any oÈher state. I^le stand firnly on our national feet and
we must stand up for our o\¡rn national j-nterests. hrhen these
inËeresËs are endangered by the policies and practices of any
other country, however friendly, we must speak out, and if
necessary, acË. (External Affairs Minister LesLer Pearson,
19s6)

The act.ion implied in this theme is rather ambiguous. The second theme.

on Ëhe other hand, suggests much more diplonatic activity, cutting across

ideological corrmitment.s !

. one of the things this country can do in internatÍonal
affairs is t.o help to break dov¡n the barriers and the
isolation betr,¡een naLíons that give rise to r¡'istrust and
suspicion . . ThaË is why rnre are negotíating to exchange
diplomats with the Chinese government, PekÍ-ng . . .This is
why, in Europe, Canada is actively seeking in appropriate
fashion to develop contacts between the Corrnunist and
I^Iestern tr^Iorlds - cultural contacts, trade contacËs,
co-operatíve projects (External Affairs Minister
Mitchell Sharp, 1969)

This type of role conception is clearly consistent with the orientation

of Canadian foreign policy in the 7966-70 períod.

Considering each of the role conceptíons separately across the

two periods, it ís apparent that policymakers'percepËions are consistent

wiÈh the periodizaËion outlined in Chapter Two. The regíonal collab-

orator type is mentioned one hundred and forty tiues, irrespective

of period. Approxinately 63.0 per cent of these mentions occur in the

first period, r¡hich is also the period most 1ike1y to reflect

co-operation r¿ith the Atlantic Conmunity, the U.S. in particular, as well

as Diefenbaker's efforts to restore links with United Kingdom.
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rn the 1966-70 períod, regional collaborator roles have declined,

demonstrating the de-emphasis of traditional relationships and the

focus on diversification. Thís trend is para1le1led by the riear-

doubling of references to active independent roles in the second

period, which can be related to attempts to províde counterweights

to U.S. influence.

The mediator/integrator role type shows a modesÈ j-ncrease across

the two periods, Forty-seven per cenË of these role mentions occur in

the firsË period, while 53 per cent occur in the second. The change

in the rank posítion of this role type is perhaps more illustraËive

since this role type is ranked third in 1955-59 and first ín 1966-70.

This is probably a reflecËion of Canadian reluctance to relinquish her

peacekeeping ro1e, despite the suspicion cast on j_ts effícacy during

the late Sixties. At this point, therefore, the influences of the early

sixties mediatory phase is still apparent, and cor¡mitment to peace-

keeping and medíation continues t.o be enunciated, although in a some-

what defensive manner, as the following theme illustrates:

. I should like it to be absolutely clear that the
críticisms r have to make and the remedies r shall suggesc
come from an active and 1oyal member of the family of nations
represented here. Canada has shown its confidence in this
organization by its wholehearted participation in a1l aspecrs
of the work of the United Nations. tr^Ie could not conceive of
a world in which the United Nations did not have a central and
vital role to p1ay. (External Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp,
7969)

As noted earlier, the faithful ally category, which accounts

for more than one out of five references to national role ín the first

períod, has dropped to only 13.6 per cent by the 1966-70 period. This
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drop in rank position r,¡ithin periods is complemented by the fact that

two-thirds of faithful ally role conceptions are found in the fÍrsË

period. The distríbution of faithful ally role mentions across and

within periods thus clearly indicates a diminishíng concern wiËh

alliance cormnitments, no doubt related to a decreased perception of

threat with the onset of co-existence and dótente.

A sínilar pattern is visible in the distribution of defender of

the faith role mentions across the two periods. This role conception

accounts for 4.2 per cent of all roles in the f955-59 period, as

compared to only 1.4 per cent in L966-70. Moreover, 80.0 per cent

of the defender of the faith references are found in the first period.

As in the case of faithful ally, the greater frequency of mention in

the 1955-59 period is logically related to the percePtion of the
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Communíst threat, which has diminished considerably by the late Sixties.

A distinct trend can also be seen in the case of the developer

role. Approxímately sixty per cent of all elaborations of this role

are found in the second period. In addition, references to developer

ín 1966-70 make up 18.7 per cent of al1 role mentions' as comPared to

9.7 per cent in 1955-59. These shífts indicate a ne\47 emphasis on

a role which reflects the greater opportunities for rirultilateral

activity and increased pre-occupation i,rith questions of the distrib-

utions of global or national resources and expertíse, which are partic-

ular Canadian interests during fne 1966-70 period. Canadian policy-

makers often allude to the new ímportance of the developer role



conception when enunciaËing it in Ëhe L966-70 period:

As I see it, two of the mosÈ important foreígn policy
questions facing Canada today are what we do about the
issues of peace and war in parts of the world qtith lrhich we

fornerly hardly concerned ourselves and what to do

about the enormous disparity between rich and poor all over
the world. I^Ie have long been closely concerned abouË

events in Europe and rightly so . . . I,Ie cannot turn our
backs on Europe but we aïe compelled to add new dimensions
Eo ouï thinking abouË other parÈs of the world. (External
Affairs Minister Mitchell Sharp, 1969)

The new category of deÈerrent yields an almost identical

proporËion of cases in each period (7.6 arrð' 7.5 pet cenË respectívely),

which inplies that there is a general and continuing Canadian commit-

merit to the maintenance of peace, disarmament and security. It is

also plausible, howeveï, that the relatively frequent mention of this

category is a funcËion of iËs vague defi-nition. As an aside, it seems

possible that Ëhe distribuËion of the deterrent role conceptíons would

be more infornative v¡iËh the disarmament component removed and placed

elsewhere,' probably in the mediator/integrator category. lhis would

perroít a distinction to be made between general commitments to "defend

peace" and more specifie perceptíons of tasks relating to disarmaüent.

The independent and active independent roles display the

same paËterns of variation found r^ríthin each períod' when compared

across periods. Eighty peï cent of references to the independent

role are found in the least expected period, 1955-59. The variatíon

makes more sense rnrhen vier¡ed in conjuncËíon r¿ith the active independenË

role conception. Almost two-thírds of acËíve independenË role

declarations are found in the second period, where the role ranks fifth,
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in terms c)f frequency_of mention. These findings reinforce the argument

that rhe hígher incídence of independent role mentíons in the 1955-59

period is a reflection of a Canadian suspicion of European and eold \¡rarx

entanglements, precisely at a time at which those tíes are necessiLated

by alliance commitments and threats.

The distribution of role conceptions articulated over the tT,lo

periods may also be examined from the perspective of the active-passive,

conflict-collaborative and cold r^¡ar-po1ar/subsystem oriented-independent

categories. Comparing the two periods in terms of active and passive

roles, the distribution shovln in Table 3.6 emerges.

TABLE 3.6

REFERENCES TO ACTIVE/PASSIVE ROLESA

r955-59 AND r966-70

72

Active
Passive

To tals
tDo.r not include all

Based upon a comparíson of roles falling into the active and passive

categories, the table shou's that active roles constítute a greater

percentage of role mentions in the second period, 88.1 per cent as

compared to 79.1 per cent. The difference, as has been shown, is due

largely to increases in the developer and active independent roles in

the 1966-70 period. The mediator/integrator and regional collaborator

role mentions also change, but in equal and opposite directions, such

that no overall change in the percentage of active roles is effected.

In short, the second period is charaeterized by a somewhat higher

1955-59
(N)

239
OJ

302 100.0

ro''l o l. r¡noq

/o

7qI

20.9

1966-70
(N)

¿LJ

30

253

BB. 1

11.9

100.0



percentage of active ïoles, which may, be a function of greater room

for independent foreign policy manoeuvre during dlente.

The passive roles comprise 8.6 per cent of mentj-ons in the

first period, compared to only 2.7 per cent in the second period, a

drop associated with the decrease in references to the independenË

role conception. This seems to be consistent wíth the cold vrar orient-

atíon of the early Fifties, which required ideological conformity, and

whích might 1iüit independerÌ.ce statements to those of a passive nature.

Such an ínterpretatíon ís supported by the marked decline of defender

of the faíth role type, which ís appaient as one moves from the first

to the second period.

In suunnary, the distribution of active/passive roles for each

period lends further support to the earlier characterizaLion of Canadian

foreígrr pólfcy as predominantly acLive. The somewhat higher per-

centage of active roles, and lower .percentage of passive roles in the

1966-70 period are congruent with increased Canadian interest in and

opportunity for active and índependent foreígn polícy activitíes.

Turning to the proportions of conflictful and collaborative

ro1 es drrrins fhe l-wo npri ods shov¿n ín Table 3.7, rve see that conf líctful

roles are mentioned less than half as often in the second períod as in

the first. Thís ís due largely to a drop in the percentage of defender

of the faith roles articulated in the second period. The frequency of

co]laborative compared to conflíct role conceptions rises from 88.7 per

cent in 1955-59 to 95 .4 per cent ín 1966-70. These proportions are

consistent with the expectations for each períod: in the first períod,



the tight bí-po1ar, cold rniar international situation is reflected

in a higher number of references to roles which night lead t.o conflict;

TABLE 3.7

REFERENCES TO CONFLICT/COLLABORATIVE ROLESA
19s5-59 AND 1966-70

74

ToËals 23I 100.0

Does not include all role types

Conflict
Collaborative

while in the second period, the relaxation of inËernational tensions

and Canadian emphasis on diversification of Ínterests is seen in Ëhe

almost exclusive ment.ion of collaborative as opposed to conflic-tful

roles. Despite these variations, the orientatíon across both periods

remains strongly collaborative. Table 3.8 present.s the distribution

of role conceptions grouped into cold war-polar and subsystem oriented-

independent caÈegories for each period.

TABLE 3.8

REFERENCES TO SIIBSYSTEM ORIENTED-INDEPENDENT/
COLD I^IAR-POLAR ROLES.
1955-59 AND 1966-70

195s-s9

(N) %

26 11. 3
zÙs BB.7

1966-70

(N)
10

206
4.6

95.4

216 100.0

Subsystem oriented-
independent

Cold war-polar

TotaIs

"Do." not include all role

195s-59

(N)

20L
103

66.1
33. 9

304 100.0

types

L966-70

(N)

158
48

76.7
¿J.J

206 100.0



A predictable drop frou 33.9 per cent in 1955-59 to 23.3 per cent

in L966-70 occurs in the cold war-polar group, reflectíng a decrease

in all four role types in this category: faithful ally, defender of
the faith, regional protector, and protectee. The roles assigned to

the subsystem orienled/independent category are enunciated in hish

proportions in both periods, although the 1955-59 períod is sub-

stantially lower. This is not an unexpected result, given the irnportance

of polar issues duríng the cold war phase. The distributíon of roles

in the tr^ro categories across each period thus gives further weight to
the proposition advanced earlier that canadian foreign policy is
strongly oriented towards subsystem roles, issues and problems. The

focus of this orientation has changed across the two periods, however,

as the previous discussion of role types wíthin the subsystem caregory

has shovm: moving from the first period to the second, emphasís shifts
from independent to active independent, and from regional collaborator
to mediator/integratoï. The examÍnation of contexts will provide

further detail regarding the focus of índividual roles in the subsystem-

oríented independent category.

Finally, the distribution of role conceptíons for canada can

be examined from the perspective of role incompatibí1ity. Holsti_

provides a list of sets of incompatible ro1es, a n'rnber of rvhich apply

to canada. The incompatible role pairs containing the protectee and

regional protector roles can be disregarded, since Canadian policymakers

do not articulate these roles frequently enough to indicate a continuing

commitment. The remaining pairs, shov¡n in Table 3.9, certainly exhibit prima



facíe evidence of incompatibílity. Canada's all-iance commítments ín the free

r,¡orldr for example, could potentially conflict wíth her efforts to act as an

impartial mediator. Holsti suggests, however, that such apparently

incompatible role.pairsoften refer to diffe¡ent sets of relationships.

He uses Canada as an example, stating that Canadian policymakers

elaborate faithful a1ly role conceptions in the NATO-cold war subsystem

and mediator/integrator role conceptions in the broader international

context of the U.N. The validitv of this contention will be assessed

in the discussion of contexts.
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2*Excludes paírs containi-ng regíonal protector and protectee due to the
low frequency of mention for these role types.

INCOMPATIBLE ROLE PAIRS ARTICI]LATED
BY CANADIAN OFFICIALS.

I':ithfrl A'l 'lv - Acfiwe Tndenendent
tr'eithfrrl Allw - Tndenondant
Faithful Ally - l"Iediator/Integrator

In conclusion. this section has demonstrated that the national

role conceptions elaborated by Canadian foreign policy officíals are

consistent r,/ith the expectatíons generated by the periodízation scheme

outlíned in Chapter Two. The distribution of role conceptions, indivíd-

ually and in groups, reflects Canadars bi-polar, cold war concerns and

internationalist outlook in the first period, and her interest in

peacekeeping, counter-rveights and sovereígnty in the second.

National Role Conceptions by Year

TABLE 3.9

The breakdoion of national role

åefai i here^ is contained in Tablean

conceptions by year) not analyzed

3.1q. The yearly frequencies are



Deterrent

Regional Protector

AcËive Independent

Liberation Supporter

Defender of the Faith

Mediator/Integrator

RegÍonal CollaboraLor

Developer

Bridge

Ally

IndependenL

Example

Prot,ectee

Totals

TABLE 3.10

NATIONAL ROLE CONCEPTIONS BY YEAR
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2.7
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57
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58
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3.8
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generally regular, with the following exceptions, which do not disrupt.

the patÈerns identif ied f or the periods as a r,rhole. For the 1955-59

period, mediator/íntegrator role conceptions vary from 3.8 to 28.3 per

cent of mentions for each year, but the overall pattern is one of in=

crease over the five years, which is consistent wiËh increasing

Canadian parÈicÍpation in peacekeeping activities. lhere is also a

large concenËration of developer roles in 1958, which inflates the per-

centage for Ëhe overall períod. This merely serves to emphasíze more

strongly the increase in developer roles for the second period, however.

The third anomaly in the fi-rst period is a heavy counË for independent

roles in 1956. Lrrhen the themes are exemínsd, it appears that the

Canadian officials are concerned with maintaining an image of indepen-

dence r¿hile attempting to mediate beËween allies during the Suez crisj.s.

Additionally, Ëhe speakers give evidence of a desire to stress Canadian

independence in the face of conflict between I.C.C. funcËions in Asia

and commitmerits Ëo oppose Çenrmunism through l{estern Alliance Dernb-ersbip'

The 1966-70 years display an erratic mediator/íntegrator distrÍbu-

tÍon r¿hi-ch suggests uncertainty regarding commitment t,o that role. The

general Èrend over the period is tor,¡ard fewer mentions of Ëhe role,

which is consistent with the rejection of the "helpful fixer" mentality

during the Trudeau years. The other irregularity in the second period

is a very large nuuiber of articulations for 1966 in both the regional

collaborator and faithful ally categories. An examination of the themes

from which evidence for these roles is drai¿n lèads to the conclusion

that the 1966 French withdrawal from NATOrs integrated rdlitary command
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1ed speakers to reiterate Canadars cornrnitment to NATO, and ín addition,

to emphasíze li.er desire Ëo keep on good bilateral terms with France. I

expect that an investigatj-on of contexts wí1l bear out this conclusion.

In suûrm¿¡y, the yearly distribution of national role conceptions

confirms the patterns identified for each period as a whole.
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Overvíew

I'fy research departs f rom Holsti I s in taking into consideration

the context, Lo which naËional role conceptions refer. It is clear thaÈ

the merits of a descripËive analysis of role conceptions can be en-

hanced by an identification of the sets of relationships Ëo which they

refer. An examination of role conceptíons, for instance, may suggest

that a nationts foreign policy ís subsystem domínant; the predominant

focus of that subsystem orientation may be deternined by specifying the

context to which each role conception type refers.

The ConËext of National Role Conceptíons

The followÍng discussion of contexts omi ts the 155 references

to the non-specific/global category, which includes role conceptions that

either fail to mention anv context or make reference to the world as a

r¿ho1e. Ihis decision was Laken because the context references r"rere too

vague to be of value. .The following theme is a clear declaration of the

developer ro1e, but the context is not directly stated:

The main and the final responsibility for avoiding this
situation lgross inequalities j-n material wealth among naËions'l
lies with the governnents and the peoples concerned. I,le in
the more favoured parts of the v¡orld can only supplement their
efforts, unless, of course, Èhose efforts are hostile to us.
But, we would be well advised to do that, and primarily in our
interest. (External Affairs MinisÈer Lester Pearson, 1956)



The fact that thís category has a large number of cases would diininish

the relative wieght of context categories which receive few mentions.

All calculations therefore exclude these 155 cases

Table 3.11 provides evidence with respect to the nineteen mosË

frequently mentioned contexts. The rnajor observation is Ëhat role con-

ceptions perceived by Canadian foreign polÍcy offícials are Eost often

elaborated in the context of the bilateral relationship with the U.S.

As chapter T\vo explained, the "from u.s." and "with u.s." categories

were added to provide extra detail in the independent and example role

types. If the figures in the three categories are combined., we see that

over one quarter (27.2 per cent) of coded contexts refer Ëo the United

St.aÈes. This complements the earlier finding that the national role

conceptions articulated by Canadían foreign policy officials are regional

subsystem-independent oriented, and specifies further that the focus of

Ëhís orientation is the u.s. rnteresÈingly, canada expresses Ëhis

focus not only in co-operation wiËh her neighbour, but in denial of its

influence - 6.5 per cent of context references are to independence from

the U.S.
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The second, third and fourth highest ranking contexts are the U.N.

at L7.5 per cent, NATO at 13.1 per cent, and the Commonwealth at 8.3 per-

cent. These fi-gures reflect conÈinuing Canadian corrmiËment Lo these

three organizations, as descri-bed in Chapter Two.

Contexts bv Period

ranking for the first period

r,rhole: the U.S., the U.N.,

Table 3. 12 shows the context frequencíes for each period. The

remains Ëhe same as for the period as a

NATO, and the Commonwealth, which is



U.N.

TASLE 3.11

NATIONAL ROLE CONCEPTIONS

Commonwealth

From U. S.

r^rirh u. s .

U.S. Bilateral

NATO

Free World

Europe/Atlantic Community

France

U.K.

Àei a

Pacific

Columbo Plan

S.E. Asia

Latin America/ Caribbean

l"liddle Eas r

Africa

Communist Nations

I'r ¡n nnr,h nn p

Total

BY CONTEKI*

(N)

103

49

Jö

-

tt2
aa

¿o

22

25

15

t1

o

10

34

L2

6

B

9

r6

s89b

17 .5

R?

6.5

I.2

19.0

13.r

4.4

-a

4.2

2.5

1q

1.0

7.7

5.8

2.0

1.0

1.5

2.7

oDoes not include Non-specific/Global (N= 155)

1ì"There may be more than one context per role mention
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U.N.

Contmgnç'""1a1t

From U.S.

I{irh u. s.

U.S. Bilateral

NATO

TABLE 3.12

CONTEXTS BY PERTODA

1 95s-5 9

Free l{orld

Europe /Atlantic Community

France

U.K.

Asia

Pacific

Columbo Plan

S.E. Asia

Latin Anerica/ Caribbean

Middle East

.A.f ríca

Cormunist Nations

Francophone Nations

Totals
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I.7
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L.4

3.4

2.5

.J

1.9

r.9

.B

.B

1.1

1.1

(N)

46

16

5

I

77

J+

J

T2

20

3

2

5

a
J

)7

9

J

4

5

16

1966-70

19.9

6.9

2.2

7.4

L4.7

1.3

5.2

8.7

L.J

2.2

1.3

tL.7

?o

1.3

L.7

2.2

6.9

oDoes not include Non-
Specific/G1oba1
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consístent with the priorities of the cold war and peacekeeping years.

The characterisitics of the 1966-70 period are clearly illustrated in

the contexts to which role conceptions refer. References to the U.N.

and S.E. Asia reflect Canadats peacekeeping commÍtments, while frequent

mentíons of NATO are probably related to reassurances of canadian

commitment following French ruithdrawal, and restatement of Canadats

nev/ attitude to NATO following the 1969 troup reduction. The concerrl

wíth counterweights 
.and sovereígnty in the late Sixties period is

demonstrated by the drop in references to the U.S. bilateral relationship,

from 27.4 per cent of references to 6.1 per cent in the second. In

contrast, references to all regions except the U.K. and Asia rise in

the second period. A new interest in Francophone nations is manifested

by the growth of that category from no mentions in 1955-59, to 6.9 per cent

of mentíons in L966-70. Thís is no doubt a reflectÍon of efforts to

match Canadars bi-culturaf and bilingual character to the increase in the

the number of independent Francophone nations.

Contexts by National Role Conceptions
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of natíonal role conceptions by the contexts to which thev refer for each

Table 3.13 and Table 3.14

neríod - Scr¡er:l intoreqtino nlfr*-rerns appear.

In the r-egional collaborator category, which is mentioned

frequently in both intervals, there ís a context shift across periods

which is consístent wíth expectations set up by the períodizatÍon scheme.

In the L955-59 period,48.0 per cent of perceived regional collaborator

mentíons refer to the U.S., and 23.0 per cenL to the Commonwealth. The

move a\.ray from these traditional relationships can be seen in the 1966-70

exhibit the cross-classification
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interval, where the U.S. receives only 12.1 per cenË, and the Common-

r¡ealth 17.2 per cent of references. Efforts at establishing counter-

weights to U.S. influence can be observed in the increase in references

to Europe, from 4.0 per cenË in the first period to 13.8 per cent in the

second. In additíon, Canadian concern over internal difficulties wiÈh

Quebec, and consequent efforts to project the bi-cultural and bi-lingual

nature of the naÈion abroad can be seen in the references to France

and Francophone nations within elaboraÈion of regional collaborator

role conceptions. France increases to 31.0 per cent from 2.0 per cent

in the first period, probably due in part to the NATO crisis discussed

earlier. The Francophone nations, not menËioned at all ín 19.55-59, .are

the context of l0:0 per cent of regional collaborator roles in L966-70.

The mediator/integraËor role conceptíon, which is elaborated

somewhat more frequenËly between 1966 and L97O, also displays a

8B

broadening of context in the second period. In the first period, 83.7

per cent of medíator/integrator role conceptions are perceived in the

U.N. context. By 7966-70, Ëhe mediator/integrator role is declared

more often, but the U.N. context is mentioned less aL 62.9 per cent,

triËh a stronger emphasis on Southeast Asia which accounts for 34.3 per

cent of references Ëo that role. In the 1955-59 interval,34.8 per cent

of developer role conceptions refer Ëo the Commonwealth, and 30.4 per

cent relate specifícally to the Columbo P1an. By 1966-70, a uajor re-

direcËion of developnenË aid Ís shornm by the fact that Francophone nations

are gi-ven as the context of developer roles in 25.0 per cent of all such

mentions. References to the U.N. and Coumonwealth as the context of

developer roles are cut by approximately one-half, while the Pacific,



Southeast Asía, Africa, and LaËin America are menti.oned more frequently.

Another interesting shift occurs in the faithful a1ly category

r¡here 50.0 per cent of references are made to the U.S., and 39.8 per cent

to NATO in the first period. In the second period, 72.7 per cent of

articulations sËaËe support for NATO, but the faiËhful a1ly role refers

to the U.S. only 9 Ëimes or 20.5 per cent of the total.

If Ëhe contexts of example and independent for the first period

are examined together, we see that speakers make more mention of indepen-

dence from U.S. influence, and refer more often to U.S.-Canada relations

as an s¡¡mple for the rest of the world. It is possible that Canadian

speakers are expressing ambivalence over a bilateral relationship which

is.: very significant for Canada. On the one hand, the relationship is

a model which others should imi¡¿¡", as Campney states:

B9

Is there no vray by which r¡re can assist these countries toward
greater mutual confidence by fanilí-arizíng them v¡ith the
joint experience of Canada and the United StaÈes, which for a
century and more have never failed to solve their difficulties
by peaceful means and without ímpairing theír friendly relatÍon-
ship? (Defence l{inister Ralph Campney, L957)

And yet, at the same time, the very closeness of that relationship is

cause for concern, as the independent role conceptíons reveal. During

the 1966-70 period, references to both roles in the u.s. context drop,

possibly indicating a solution to this ambivalence. This solution is

probably reflected in the dj-versification of active independenË roles,

since attention is paid to developing relations with Corununíst (35.7 per

cent) and Francophone (28.6 per cent) natíoris. Again, this shift is

consistent with the dmphasis on counterweights and sovereignty.



An earlier discussion noted that while the subsystem oríented-

independent roles are artículated very frequently in both períods,

variaËions in the distribution of individual roles within the category

are apparent. The above discussion shows that the contexts associated

wiËh Ëhe perceptions of regíonal collaborator, independent, mediator/

integraËor, and active independent roles also vary over the two tíme

seguenÈs,
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Table 3.13 and Table 3.14 also clarify the point raised earlier

that incompatible role pairs may actually refer to different sets of

relationships. rn canadats case, the three apparently inconpatible

combinations are faithful ally-active independent, faithful a1ly-

rnediator/integrator, and faithful ally-independent. The active

independent-faithful a1ly pair does not seem to be a serious problem,

since active independent role conceptions appear most frequently in

association with efforts to escape the influence of the U.S. duríng

the second perÍod, when faithful a1ly conceptíons referring to the

U.S. have decreased considerably.

The mediator/íntegrator-faithful ally roles defínitely show

evidence of referring to different contexts. canadian speakers

elaborate nediator/integrator conceptions most co..only in the broad

international context of the u.N., while the faithful ally mentions

refer to Ëhe NATO cold war subsystem and to the U.S. bilateral relation-

ship within that framework. An inconsistency does exist, however,

r¿hen mediator/integrator roles refer to southeast Asia, where the

Canadian commítment to containment of Comtunísm also comes into play.



An example of thís tension is Canadars position on the InternaÉíonal

Control Commissíon in Indo-China

lras cast on Canada's objectivíty

Íncompatibility ís picked up in

context for the second period, whích shows the defender of the faith

rol-e articulated in the context of S.E. Asia.

It should be noted, however, that references
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account for BB.9 per cent of mentions of s.E. Asia, while defender of

the faith is associated \^rith only 3 .7 per cenË of references to that

context.

duríng the Vietnem l"Iarr when suspicion

as an ally of the U.S. This

faíthful ally-independent pair. As noted earlier, each of these role

conceptions is cited most frequently in the fírst period, \^rith all

of theindependent and 50.0 per cent of the ally roles referring ro

the U.S. An examínation of the relevant themes, horvever, demonstrates

the breakdown of role conceptíons by

The fína1 set of incompatible role conceptions is the

distÍnction ín emphasis which would indicate that the independent

and faithful ally references may not be as Í-ncompatible as it nLight seem.

The following example illustrates thÍs point:

as is medíator/integrator.

to mediator/integrator

. my plea is neither for embarrassed silence nor meek
consent but rather for a sense of proportion and responsible
gravity in our attitude toward the United States 1et
us by all means make our position clear and do all we can,
alone and with our other allies, to bring the Americans to
our point of víew. But at the same time 1et us not forget
that it is the armed force and authority of the united. States
that constitute the principal bastion and support of the
free world and the major deterrent to aggression.(-Ambassa_do¡ to
the II.S., Arnold Heeney, L956)



rt is clear that the speaker is indícating support for the overall

díplornatic objectives of the Uníted States, whíle maintaining the right

of canada to dif fer on specífic issues. Thus the two ro1es. r,¿hen

expressed ín this way, need not necessarily be incompatible. rt

should also be recalled that there are indications that the frequent

mention of indepe.ndent roles in the first period is related to

Canadian ambivalence towards her alliance commi¡¡snts, rather than a

clear desire to break free of bloc alígnments.

Conclusion
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This sectíon has described the role conceptions articulated

by Canadian foreign polícy officials in the context of the relationships

to which they refer. The inclusion of data on contexts permits grearer

specifícity in the identifícation of patterns of role conceptions and.,

ín the case of Canada, provides additional confirrnation that role

conceptions exhibit trends which correspond to a general periodízation of

Canadian foreign policy in general. In other words, the verbal behaviour

of Canadian offícía1s, rvhen systematically described from the perspective

of national role conceptions, câIr beused to characterize Canadían foreisn

po1ícy.

The precedíng discussíons of national role conceptions and

their contexts have proposed that temporal periodization is a varíab1e

rvhich can be utilized to explain the patterns exhÍbíted in the distri-

utíon of role conceptions. The next sectíon will describe and assess

briefly the relationshíp betrveen role conceptions and the officeholders

and índividuals who articulate them.



Although the major purpose of my research is an identification

and description of national role conceptions, information on the actors

who state these role conceptíons was also collected. These data are not

subjected to intensíve analysís, but a few observations wí1I be made here.

Table 3.15 shows that External Affairs luflnisters enunciate

National Role Conceptions and Actors
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80.0 per cent of the role conceptions found in the two intervals.

Prime l"linísters accounL for only I0.4 per cent, and the other three

officeholders express even lower percentages of the total role mentions.

Not only do External Affairs }finisters state more role conceptions; they

also refer to more types of roles than other officeholders. This

may índicate that External Affairs l"linisters have more highly developed

perceptíons of Canadars role in the international environment.

Prime Þlinísters artículate fevrer types and numbers of role

conceptions than do External Affairs, referríng to the regional

collaborator role most frequently, followed by faithful a1ly, developer

and mediator/integrator. It would appear that Prime lulinisters restrict

their references to those roles to r^rhich Canada is most strongly

committed.

Defence Mlnisters, ê¡rbassadors -uo -ohe U.S. and U.lr.

together account for only 9.6 per cent of role conceptions,

additíon concentrate on a few role types, apparently those

associated with their responsibilíties. -Ambassadors to the

refer to Canadats regional collaborator, faithful a1ly and

representatives

and i-n

mnqJ- di ra¡l- 1r¡

U.S., for examÐle,

i ndenpnden |.-__--r
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roles most ofteri. These roles frequently refer to the U.S. relationship,

as ascertained earlíer. Sim-ilarly, 34.2 per cenË of the role conceptions

expressed by Defence l"linisters allude to the faithful a1ly role, which

is closely related to defence conrnitments. The only role mentioned by

the U.N. Representative is mediator/integrator.

The role conceptions arÍculated by officeholders in each period

ís displayed ín Table 3.16. The types and proportions of role conceptions

expressed by the officeholders within each period remain the same as for

the two periods consídered together. An across period comparison

reveals substantial variation, however. rn the i955-59 period, prime

l"linÍsters are responsible for 16.0 per cent of all role conceptions

stated, compared to only 3.1 per cent in L966-70. One plausible

explanation would be that Prime Þlinisters in the second period were

preoccupied with domestic concerns, while their counterparts in the

first period \dere most attentive to canadats external roles due to

the cold war and Canadars strong internationalist orientation. This

argument is supported by a drop in role mentions by Defence }linisters in

the 1966-70 period, whích ís also consístent wíth decreased perception

of threat following the onset of co-existence and détente. U.N. RepresenË-

atives and,A¡rbassadors to the li.S. urention no role concention at al-f in the

second period. 0vera11, an examination of the role conceptions of

officeholders tends to support the conclusion that the distribution of

role tyPes ís related to periodizatíon rather than to the position of the

speakers who articulate them.
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Table 3.17 presents the numbers and types of role concepËions

elaborated by individual speakers. Ihe large number of role conceptions

articulated by Pearson is particularly interesting in view of his

posiËion as External Affairs MinisËer in the first period, and Prime

l"linisËer in the second. A breakdown of Pearsonts role mentions bv

period indícates that he sËated over 96 per cent of these roles during

his tenure as External Affairs l{inister. This lends weight to the

finding that ExÈernal Affairs Ministers make more references to role

conceptions than any of the other selected officeholders. The other

individuals who hold Ëhe External Affairs portfolio display the s¡me

pattern, wiÈh Paul Martin mentioning ¿m even larger number of role

conceptions than Pearson. It is possible that the high frequencies for

these two speakers represent a sampling artifact, and therefore a

comparison of the number of staËements occurring in Ëhe sample and

the population for each speaker should be made before any further

conclusions are reached.

In summary, the data on the role conceptions of officeholders

and individual speakers tends to support the patterns of role conceptions

identified for the Ë\Àro periods. Although some speakers articulate

more role conceptions than oËhers, and External Affairs Ministers are

responsible for a majority of role mentions, temporal periodizaxíon

remains a better predictor of the type and frequency of role conceptions

perceived by foreign policy officials.
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Although a full analysis of subjects and audiences

feasible in this research, the raw dataarepresented here.

variable, as explained ín Chapter Two, refers to the actor

the enunciation of each role conception, Table 3.lB shows

Subiects and Audiences

and percentage of role conceptions referring to each of the three

-"L-ía¡+ aaÈ^a^--isuDJecL caLeSorres.

100

Canada
I (the speaker)
Canada and others

Totals

TABLE 3.18

NATIONAI ROLE CONCEPTIONS BY SUBJECT

A large number of role conceptions fal1 into the "Canada and others"

subject category, often by virtue of references to the U.S. as a

co-acLor. The following theme, which would be classified in the deterrent

and faithful ally role categories, Íllustrates such a reference:

I have indicated only bríefly the híghlíghts of this great
co-operative Canada-United States defence effort. That effort
is really part of a rvider program in r,¡hich both countries are
engaged for the preservation of peace -- a program based on
a dedication to the principle of peace through collective
security. (l"tinister of Defence Ratph Campney, 1957)

A full examination of subject categories would no doubt complement the

analysis of context by specÍfying the frequency with which particular

co-actors are mentioned. It might be hypothesízed, for ínstance, that

is not

The subjecË

named in

the number

(N)

¿¿

111

80. 3
J.J

16.4

676 100 .0



the U.S. would be included as a co-actor more often duríng the cold war

period, as a reflection of the ideological conformity associated with

tight bi-polarity.

in the presence of each type of audience.

TABLE 3. 19

Table 3.19 dísplavs the number of

101

Domestic Parliament
Domestic Economic
Domestic }tilitary
Domestíc Other
U.N.
E.E. C/NATO
Foreign Domestíc
Other Multilateral

Totals

NATIONAL ROLE CONCEPTIONS BY AUDIENCE

(N)

120
46
29

284
ôtL)-

27
95
54

audience for the largest proportion of role conceptíons, followed by the

House of Commons and foreígn domestic groups. A prelíminary analysís of

thís dara would look for patterns in the number -and type of role conceptions

artículated before various audiences.

role conceptions articulated

Domestic groups are the dírecË

T7.B
6.8
4.3

42.0
ll

4.0
14. 1

8.0

The foregoing descriptive analysis has established that Canadian

foreign policy officials elaborated 15 different role conceptÍons during

the periods 1955-59 and 1966-10. Several roles are mentioned frequently

enough to give evidence of perceptions of continuing commitments,

particularly regional collaborator, mediator/integrator, faithful ally

676 100.0

Conclusions



and developer.

The distribuËion of role conceptions within and across the

two periods indicates that the verbal behaviour of Canadian foreign

poliey officials exhibj-ts patterns r,¡hich conform to Ëhe periods of

Canadian foreign policy outlined in ChaPter Two. Specifically, the

1955-59 role conceptions demonstrate Canadian pre-occupation with the

cold i¿ar and internationalism, while those of the 1966-70 period, although

still indícating commítment to internationalism through mediator/

integrator ro1es, display a rejection of a "reacÈive" foreign policy,

and reflect the search for counterweights and active independence. In

addition, there have been shifts in context between the tr,io periods

which tend to strengthen the patterns described above. Íhe discussion

of context also demonstrates that some apparenËly incompatible role

conceptions actually refer to different sets of relationships.

A brief discussion of positions and speakers has pointed out

that External Affairs Ministers alticulate the majority of role con-

ceptions found in the sample, and that Prime ìtlnisters tend to elaborate

relatively few types and numbers of role conceptions, referring mainly

to the roles mentioned most frequently overall. Defence Ministers,

U.N. Representatives and U.S. Ambassadors state only Ëhose role Lypes

closely associated ¡.+ith their areas of ínterest. Indivídual speakers,

although conforming Ëo the pattelns discerned in the vihole sample,

exhibit wide variations in total numbers of role conceptíons stated.

The possibility Ëhat this variation is an artifact s¡ s¡mpling requires

further investigation, as does the descriptive daËa presented on subjects

and audience.
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In sunrmary, the results lend suPPort to the conËention that

Canadian verbal foreÍgn policy behavíour displays patterns which demon-

strate its legitmacy as an objecË of analysis, and furthermore, ÈhaË the

' naËional role approach provides a viable framework in which such analysis

may be conducted.
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Thís study has attempted to provide the grounds for a critical

assessment of the value of the role approach as applied Ëo international

relations theory. As such, it has endeavoured to determine whether the

noËion of national role conception can be used to describe and explain

foreign policy behaviour, despite weaknesses related to differences

between domest.ic society and the international environrnent. A major

premise of this approach is that the officials of nations wíth active

foreign policies are 1ikely to exhibit meaningful and patterned verbal

behaviour, to which Ëhe analytical advantages of role conceptions can be

applied. My research has sought to evaluate the validity of thís premiss

by conducting a descriptive analysis of the natíonal role conceptions of

selected Canadian foreign policy officials in order to determine whether

their verbal behaviour displays patterns when examined from Ëhe perspec-

tive of the national role approach, and whether their role conceptions

are consístent with Canadian foreign policy behaviour in general.

My research is based upon K.J. Holstits prÍ-or application of

naËional role conception to the analysis of foreign polícy. Holsti-rs

study consísts primarily in the development of a typology of national

roles derj-ved from a content analysis of the public statexnents of key

CHÄPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS

foreígn policy personnel from seventy-one nations for a three year period.

Acceoting Holstirs defínition of natíonal role conceptions as



policymakersr " rimager of the appropríate oríentations and functions of

their state toward., or in, the external environmentrt'l I have attempted

to complement his study through an examination of the distribution and

patterns of national role conceptions over two distinctive time períods

i.^ - ^-:^^1 ^ ^¡^+lrr d Þrrlórc ouauo. In addítion, I have rnodified Holstirs typology to

accommodate the inclusion of a new role type, deterrent, and an empirical

distinction has been made between those role types in the original

typology which are applícable to Canadian foreígn policy and those which

are not.
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Canada was selected as the nation for study due to the active,

collaborative and verbal nature of her foreign policy, which suggested

that Canadian foreign policy officials night possess relatively well-

developed national role conceptions. Tr¿o particular time periods,

1955-59 and 1966-70, were chosen to maximize vaxtatj-on in terms of foreign

policy objectives and actions, as well as factors in the external and

domestic environments which could be expected to influence the national

role conceptions held by officials. The periodizatíon scheme of post-

war Canadian foreign policy developed by O.P. St. John was adopted as

a poínt of comparison betrueen national role conceptions and general trends

ín Canadian foreign po1ícy.

Evidence of national role conceptions has been sought from the

offÍcial publíc statements of Prime lulinisters, Secretaries of State for

External Af fairs, I'finisters of Defence, Ambassadors to the U.S., and

Permanent Representatives to the U.l'I . The research method entailed a

conterÌt analysis of these sources for themes which indicated the



the presence of national role conceptions, and classifícaËion of these

themes according to the ¡oodified typology of role types. The uain

analysis has depended upon a discussion of frequencies and cross-classi-

ficational analysis, all of which was accomptished in terms of a

machine readable data set.

The analysis contained in Chapter Three demonstrates that the

verbal behaviour of Canadian foreign policy officials displays patterns

consisËent with the trends apparent during f955-59 and 1966-70.periods.

The distrj-butíon of national role conceptions portrays Canada as a

nation with an actíve, non-conflictful foreign policy, and a strong

j-nterest in regional and subsystem affairs. Canadian foreign pod_icy

officials have been shown to articulate fifteen different types of role

conceptions, with a particular cornmi-tment to the regional collaborator,

roediator/inËegrator, faithful ally, and developer roles. The classi-

fícation of role conceptíons by period reveals the existence of patterns

of mention whích correspond closely to the trends in Canadian foreign

policy outlined in Chapter Two. During the 1955-59 period, the types

and frequencies of role conceptions stated reflect Canadian concern over

the cold war, with frequent mention of faÍthful ally and regional

collaborator ro1es. Also during this period, Canadían interest in

internat.ionalisu is demonstrated by a large nr¡mber of mediator/íntegrator

roles. The independent role receives an unexpectedly high number of

references in thís period, but there are indications that this may be

related to Canadian ambivalence to cold r¡rar entanglements rather than

a desire to act índependently of þl6q gqnmítments. The distribution of

roles enunciated by officials in the 1966-70 period is consistent with a
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ne!/ attitude toü/ards foreign policy: medLator/integrator conceptions

are found more frequently, and references to the developer role increase

greatly, while regional collaborat.or remains an ímportant role.

Classifying the roles into categories related to actÍvity/passívity,

conf lic c/ collaboration and subsys tem oriented-independenÈ/ cold war-

polar concerns serves to reinforce the patterns described above.

The rather vague role of deterrent received almost equal pro-

portions of mentions in both intervals, possibly as a function of its

anbiguity. A.s noted in Chapter Three, it would seem that Lhe utílity

of the deterrenË role could be improved by removing references to srlpport

for disarmament to the nediator/integrator category, and using deEerrenË

to refer so1e1y to general conrmitments to.ttdefend peace".

As anticipated, the díscussíon of contexts pïoved. to complement

the analysis of role conceptions mosË usefu1ly. The regional collabora-

tor role, for example, was stated frequently in both periods, but with

reference to different contexts. In the first period, the U.S. and

the Corrronwealth were the contexts most often associated with the collab-

orator ro1e, while ín the second period, references to France and the

Francophone nations increase dramatically. These contexts also assume

new signifícance-, in- the statements of the developer role during

L966-70. Another shift in context occurs in the faithful ally category,

where mentions of the U.S. increase urarkedly in the second period.

On the r"rhole, the analysis of contexts streugcbens the patterns

assocíated with the role conceptions themselves.

The brief discussion of positions end speakers has demonstrated

that External Affairs lulinisters state by far -uhe largest proportion of

r0B



national role conceptíons. Prime Minísters articulate only those roles

to which Canada is most strongly committed, while the other officials

refer most commonly to Ëhe role conceptions closely associated to their

responsíbilities. An examination of individual speakers has shovm thaÉ

some speakers state more role conceptions than others, although this

may be an artifact of samplíng. On the r+hole, the distribution of the

role conceptions of officeholders and speakers tends to support the

conclusion that the types and numbers of role conceptions enunciated

I ^+^l +^ -d!c rc-Ld"LELr LU períodization in Canadian foreign policy.

Prelírnínary data on subjects and audience, not analyzed in

detail here, are also presented. Both of these variables, however,

míght usefully be examíned in conjunction rnrith an analysís of natíonal

role conceptions.

In summary, it has been shov¡n that the verbal behaviour of

Canadían foreign policy officía1s does display patterns when examined

from the perspective of national role conceptions, and furthermore, that

the role conceptions whÍch they elaborate are on the whole consístent

with the characteristics and trends of Canadian foreígn policy during

the periods 1955-59 and L966-70. These conclusíons lend supDort ro

the contention that national role conceptions can be used to describe

and explaín the foreign policy behaviour of nations. Ify research thus

reinforces Holstits argument regarding the utílity of the role approach

in international relations theory. rn addition, it complements his

study by providing evidence that the concept of national role can be

used to characterize trends and changes in the foreign policy behaviour

of a single nation over an extended period, as well as to descríbe the
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exËernal orientations of a number of nations toward the internatíonal

environment aË one point in time.

As a piece of descriptive research, my study stops ,short of

testing propositions deríved from alternative explanaËions associated.

with national role conceptions. It does, however, provide a daËa set

which can be enployed in an intensive examination of the factors whích

motivate or constrain acÈors to assume, re-assess or alter their role

conceptions. Figure 1.12 suggests some of the direcËions in which

future research rnight proceed. An enpirical investigation of the sources

of natíonal role conceptions would be an obvious place to begin. Holsti

proposes that a sÈrong relatíonshíp exists between domestic factors and

role conceptions, representing the influence of the external environment

as rrpotential and inÈermittent".3 M.rntorr, on the other hand, consj-ders

that Canadian foreign policy behavíour, both verbal and non-verbal, is

influenced most strongly by external factors.4 My data set could be

used to Ëest hypotheses drawn from Èheoretical classes of explanation

aË both the systemic and domestic 1eve1s. If systernic factors are

found to be important, Ëhe "alterts role prescriptions" would be a more

significant source of role conceptious than HolsËirs study allows.

The concept of status should also be explored further t.o determine

whether key foreign policy actors are in fact aware of or affected by

internaËional status disËinctíons.
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The final point to be made concerns the place of my research

discipline of international relations theory as a r¿ho1e. The

selected aspects of role theory in the analysis of foreígn polícy



xûay be -seen as a contributíon to niddle range theory in that the

emphasis Í-s upon a concept from which testable propositions explaining

limited phenomena can be drawn. The not.ion of national iole concepÈíon

is parÈicularly useful because it is general enough to include more

discreËe decisions and acËions, thus facilitating the linking of índepen-

dent variables to foreign policy behaviour, The concepË j-s also flexible

enough to be seen as a dependenË variable or foreign policy output at

the naËÍon-state level, and as an independent variable or input at the

system level. An additj-onal advanËage is derived from its amenabiliËy

to empirical analysis.

This particular project has consisted in an effort to define,

classify and uncover patterns in the dependent variable of foreign

policy behaviour usíng the concept of national role as the unit of

analysis. Because studies based on national role are still at the

exploratory stage, r have concentrated on a descripËive analysis

designed to maP the area and provide a data set for further research.

Hopefully, future research will focus on this concept, which has the

potential to trbuild bridges between those who work at Ëhe personal

and national levels of analysis, and those who adopt the broader

perspective of internaËional systems studies."5
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ROLE TYPE:

SYSTEM CONTEKI (TARGET) :
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE CODING SHEET

TITLE:

SPEAKER (NAÌ{E AND POSTTTON):

DATE:

AI]DIENCE:

SI]BJECT CATEGORY:

E\TpENCE (QUOTE):



Prrf Å.

1. some texts may not contaín any themes at all, others nay contaín
several or üanv.

714

APPENDIX B

Extracting themes from speeches

t A theme
sencence
beyond a

CODING RI]LES

may be a part of a sentence, a sentence, or more than one
in length. A single theme, however, may not extend
single paragraph. If the same theme occurs in more than

A single theme may contain more than one role conception.

A theme musË clearly refer to Canada, Canadíans or the speaker.
For example,

'rThe U.N. is useful" would lcq be a theme, but,
"I believe that Canada shouÏã-support the U.N.r'ttCanada supports the U.N.tt
"Many nations, including Canada, support the U.N." , andttl,Ie prosperous nations support development assistancett

are alr themes since they.clearly indicate a role for canad.a.

rnclusive themes, referríng to informal groupings and instituÈions
of which Canada ís a member, such as

"A11 NATO members support an integrated military command",
should also be included.

Themes w-ithin quotatÍons should not be íncluded.

arty theme which seerns ambiguous after several readings should not
be counted.

raph, it should ¡e

5.

6.

Part B:

1. One theme may contain more than one role conception.

2. Some role conceptions require a Region or Ally Name: Regional leader,
regional protector, regional subsystem collaborator, faithful al1y.
If the n¡me is not there, the theme is not assigned to the role
^^+^ã^--Ld LEéu!J .

Assigning themes to role categories



3. sone themes may not indicate the presence of any role concepÈion:
for example, Ëhe theme may describe an objective or action, rather
than a role concepËion. such themes should be coded tt Discard".

4. sirnilarly, âny theme too ambiguous to be assigned ro ariy caÈegory
after several readings should be coded "Discard".

5. For this task, it may be assumed that pronouns such as "we" orttourtt refer validly to canada r¿hen no clear referent occurs in
the theme.
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